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Social issues are important 
opportunities for people from 
different backgrounds to rally 

toward a common good.

~

Progress Brief



About Us

Community Development 
& COVID-19

The Impact & Value 
of the Work

Beyond Social Services started out as the 
Bukit Ho Swee Community Service Project 
more than 50 years ago. It has grown 
and morphed significantly since and is 
currently a community development 
agency dedicated to helping children and 
youths from less privileged backgrounds 
break away from the poverty cycle. 
Beyond adopts an asset-based 
community development approach to its 
work with low-income communities, and 
seeks to provide support and resources 
that enable families and communities to 
care for themselves and each other. 

In the context of challenges created 
by COVID-19, the work took on a 
crisis management continuum of 
Response, Recovery and Rebuilding.  
Human resources comprising staff and 
volunteers were reorganised to provide 
the 4 essential services of food provision, 
financial assistance, employment support 
and digital access.  As the organisation 
served as a conduit for goodwill from 
the government, civil society, and the 
community, it also encouraged those 

residing in public rental neighbourhoods 
to organise themselves to receive and 
redistribute the resources.  The efforts of 
these residents were critical as movement 
into their neighbourhoods was restricted.

We have always maintained that a social 
issue is an important opportunity for 
people from different backgrounds to rally 
toward a common good. This operating 
principle enabled us to hold a space for 
different segments of our society to stand 
in solidarity with those who were hard-
hit. By facilitating empathy into concrete 
practical help, we believe we played 
a part in strengthening the notion of a 
socially integrated and caring Singapore 
society.   

~
 

By adopting a high trust, low barrier and 
good enough governance approach, we 
facilitated the provision of food, finance, 

digital access, and employment.

housing blocks that we covered serving 
a total of 8,911 persons from 2,563 
families*. Our COVID-19 recovery efforts 
also allowed us to reach 691 other 
housing blocks across Singapore through 
our partners, widening our support to  
an additional 1,068 families consisting of 
4,474 persons*.

In total, our efforts in 2020 reached 
13,385 persons*.

We saw a big drop in external volunteers 
as schools and workplaces shut down and 
people were advised to isolate themselves 
in their homes and not head outside 
unnecessarily. Local youths below age 16 
were not allowed to volunteer with us as 
we wanted to safeguard their wellbeing 
during the pandemic. Moreover, local 
youths above 16 years old who wanted 
to volunteer were required to obtain 
parental consent, which led to a further 
drop in numbers. With safety restrictions, 
events were disallowed and this lessened 
volunteering opportunities.

As such, the total number of volunteers 
decreased from 4,771 in 2019 to 1,942 in 
2020 which resulted in a corresponding 

Our Reach

Volunteer Contribution
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We maintained close contact with our 
members living in the 64 public rental 

* Refer to page 7



fall in the number of volunteer hours from 
64,724 hours in 2019 to 39,229 hours in 
2020.

Despite this, we observed the wider 
community coming together and 
rallying to support the low-income 
communities through sponsoring 
cooked food and distributing food 
vouchers. Local volunteers also stepped 
up in assisting with the distribution 
of food and essentials. Despite being 
disproportionately affected by the crisis, 
the number of hours each local volunteer 
contributed only saw a negligible drop 
as neighbours continued to find ways 
to show up for their communities. On 
average, external volunteers clocked 19 
volunteering hours each while the local 
volunteer clocked 24.

The COVID-19 crisis heightened our 
engagement with our members, albeit 
not through the usual educational, 
social and recreational programmes 
or conversations to work on shared 
challenges or aspirations. The pandemic 
caused much anxiety about health, the 
sustainability of livelihoods and the 
general well-being of families. Thus, 
to those badly hit, we found ourselves 
offering a comforting and supportive 
presence as well as concrete practical 
help. 

Concluding Remarks
Much effort was also spent on welcoming 
the immense support and goodwill that 
flowed in to meet needs. The volume of 
funds, food, digital devices and other 
resources was most encouraging but 
it also meant that we had to enhance 
governing and processing protocols 
quickly and to increase our capability and 
capacity to manage well.  Strengthening 
our ability to receive documents online 
securely, recruiting volunteers and 
interns with strong administration skills as 
well as the appointment of “community 
enablers” among our members helped 
us cope with the increased workload.

In sum, a key function of social work is 
the brokering of resources to needs. This 
year our abilities as a broker were fully 
tested and by rising to the challenge, we 
were able to meet pressing needs and 

2020 2019 2018

No. of Neighbourhood Leaders 163 175 150

Number of Projects addressing youth conflict, care 
and supervision of Children and school difficulties 

(efforts this year focused on the distribution of food and 
essentials which happened at least twice a week)

NA 81 52

Number of Residents Reached 3963 2119 1675

importantly hold a space for people from 
different backgrounds to stand together 
in solidarity with those badly hit by the 
pandemic.
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WOODLANDS
48 BLOCKS

HOUSING BLOCKS REACHED 
ACROSS SINGAPORE

Our Coverage

BUKIT PANJANG
13 BLOCKS

CHOA CHU KANG
31 BLOCKS

PASIR PANJANG
2 BLOCKS

PASIR RIS
9 BLOCKS

PUNGGOL
24 BLOCKS

SEMBAWANG
16 BLOCKS

SENGKANG
41 BLOCKS

TAMPINES
42 BLOCKS

TANJONG PAGAR
3 BLOCKS

TOA PAYOH
32 BLOCKS

HOUGANG
41 BLOCKS

GEYLANG
30 BLOCKS

MARINE PARADE
4 BLOCKS

BEDOK
45 BLOCKS

YISHUN
2 BLOCKS
81 BLOCKS

JALAN KUKOH
5 BLOCKS
9 BLOCKS

WHAMPOA
13 BLOCKS
19 BLOCKS

ANG MO KIO
7 BLOCKS
45 BLOCKS

BUKIT BATOK
25 BLOCKS

DOVER
5 BLOCKS

JURONG EAST
16 BLOCKS

JURONG WEST
35 BLOCKS

CLEMENTI
14 BLOCKS
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SERANGOON
5 BLOCKS

BUKIT HO SWEE
10 BLOCKS
19 BLOCKS

BEYOND’S REACH = 64
REACHED THROUGH PARTNERS = 691

→ 
→

LENGKOK BAHRU
11 BLOCKS

26 BLOCKS

HENDERSON
12 BLOCKS
15 BLOCKS



TAMPINES
42 BLOCKS

President’s Letter

“Our work proceeded 
along the continuum of 

“response, recovery and 
rebuilding” and we hope 
that in the year ahead, 
those badly hit will be 
able to rebuild their 

careers and livelihoods 
in a way that brings 

more stability to their 
families.”

~

Dear friends, 

Just after the excitement and happiness of 
celebrating our 50th year of existence, we 
began 2020 sombrely. The news of a viral 
pneumonia in Wuhan was an alarm bell we 
heeded. We feared that the families in our 
membership would be badly affected if the 
virus reached our shores and decided that 
we should be ready to raise and administer 
funds for their welfare. We believed it was 
the right thing to do but we did not imagine 
the impact of the virus around the world or 
how it would define our work for the whole 
year.

Following our Annual General Meeting 
on 6 August 2020, I had the honour of 
being appointed President by the Board 
of Management but since February, our 
past President, Alok Kochhar and all Board 
members followed closely and encouraged 
the efforts of our staff team. 

We received updates via a group chat and 
offered guidance where needed as the staff 
team positioned the organisation to respond 
agilely to the pandemic, help families recover 
from the drastic loss of income and kept in 
view what it meant for families to rebuild 
their lives in a post COVID-19 world. Our 
work proceeded along the continuum of 
Response, Recovery and Rebuilding and 
we hope that in the year ahead, those badly 
hit will be able to rebuild their careers and 
livelihoods in a way that brings more stability 
to their families.



When the circuit-breaker was announced, 
we reorganised ourselves to provide aid 
with food, finances, digital access, and 
employment. We were humbled and 
grateful that the Singapore community 
stood with our initiative and trusted us 
as a conduit for some $4 million to help 
families in these areas. Approximately, 
another $1 million dollars’ worth of 
cooked food, surgical masks, sanitisers, 
and services such as the diagnosis and 
refurbishing of pre-loved computers also 
flowed through us. 

Invaluable Partnership with Government 
Agencies and Non-Profit Organisations

In my mind we were able to move quickly 
because of 3 key factors. Firstly, it was 
the strong cooperation with government 
bodies who were deeply empathetic of 
the plight of those badly hit and trusted 
us to attend to their needs. With the 
exemption of suspension of business 
from the Ministry of Trade and Industry 
and National Council of Social Service 
whitelisting us as a food distribution 
agency, we proceeded with our plans 
confidently.  

We also collaborated with other non-
profit organisations and ground-up 
initiatives to reach more people in need.  
It was clear that the sensible thing to do 
was to pool resources to get more done.

Our Social Capital In Low-Income 
Neighbourhoods and Across Society

Next, it was the trust and working 
relationships we had developed with 
residents in low-income neighbourhoods 
over the years. With movement 
restrictions, volunteers could not be 
deployed and so residents self-organised 
and worked closely with us to ensure 
the efficient delivery of food, financial 
assistance and digital tools and access. 
They also referred their neighbours 
for jobs and shared resources for 
employment. 

We also felt very blessed and supported 
as all through the year, our donors, 
partners and volunteers contacted us 
with offers of help. Many referred their 
friends and we benefited from various 
fundraising efforts.

Enabled by Technology

Thirdly, our efforts were enabled by 
technology. At the start of the pandemic, 
we rolled out 42 WhatsApp groups to 
stay in touch with some 500 persons 
who would pass the messages and 
resources to their neighbours. Also, we 
were able to systematically call all our 
members because of the data in our CRM 
which is our Community Relationship 
Management System. Discussion with 

donors, partners and the authorities 
were held virtually, and online fundraising 
campaigns enabled funds and other 
resources to flow in. 

In short, trust, dedication, and technology 
propelled our efforts, and I would like 
to express our immense gratitude to all 
who enabled and contributed toward our 
COVID-19 response effort.  I would also 
like to take this opportunity to thank the 
staff team who took on the toll of going 
beyond the call of duty. I was told that 
they took to heart a quote from Viktor 
Frankl as inspiration to persevere. “What 
is to give light must endure burning,” 
was written in the context that life cannot 
give us happiness, it can only give us 
purpose and the meaning of life is finding 
a purpose and taking responsibility for 
ourselves and other human beings.

On this note, my fellow Board members 
and I thank all of you who supported our 
work in one way or another. I trust that 
despite the challenges presented by 
the pandemic, we found comfort in the 
purpose and meaning of our collective 
effort.

Sincerely,

Peter Hum
President
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Executive Director’s 
Summary

~

Looking Back with Humility, Pride and 
Gratitude

It was a distressing year, but we are grateful 
to have had the opportunity to alleviate the 
difficulties experienced by those who were hit 
the hardest by the pandemic.  From the data 
collected from 1,035 applicants for financial 
assistance, their situation looked dire:

• Prior to COVID-19, the median household 
income from work among applicants was 
S$1,600. After COVID-19, the median 
household income among applicants fell 
to S$500—a 69% drop;  

• Prior to COVID-19, the median per capita 
income (PCI)—calculated by taking the 
household income and dividing it by the 
number of persons in the household—
was S$425. After COVID-19, the median 
PCI fell to S$113, a 74% decline; 

• Post-COVID-19, around 38% of FAF 
applicants saw their household incomes 
drop to S$0.

Responding to the pandemic promptly to 
help families recover from the disruption to 
their work and personal lives was the crux of 
work. Thus, this annual report will look very 
different from recent years.  We take much 
heart though our efforts in recent years. 
Our community development work in the 
service of people’s agency revealed its value.  

“Our work post-COVID-19 
must be to encourage our 

members to take the 
precarious nature of their 
situation seriously and to 

explore choices and 
actions that may bring 
forth more stability for 

their families.“



urgency and the overwhelming workload, 
I had 3 recurring thoughts. Firstly, a culture 
of care must be the bedrock on which an 
organisation is built on. A team where 
members do not experience mutual 
support or safety with each other will be 
unable to resolve difficult challenges. As 
we work tirelessly out of care and concern 
for the wellbeing of others, it is only 
correct and essential that we ourselves 
feel valued and well cared for.

Nurturing Change Agents for Effective 
and Sustainable Change

Next, it is the value of our presence 
among those we engage.  Do we inspire 
others to act on their challenges and 
aspirations or are we only there in the 
service of their needs?  Meeting needs 
are of course necessary but when those 
in need are part of the solution, so much 
more gets done.   As change agents, our 
goal must be to get those who come to 
our programmes to be agents of change 
themselves.

Rebuilding is Not Returning To A Pre-
COVID 19 Situation

Thirdly, we need to build back better. 
When applying for financial assistance, 
almost everyone said that they will take 
their job over the assistance we were 
giving any day. Being on welfare hurts 

self-esteem but now that the economy 
has been opening further and many have 
gone back to work, we must be mindful 
that the insecurity around income, 
worker protection, food, digital access, 
and housing has not gone away. 

Our work post-COVID-19 must be to 
encourage our members to take the 
precarious nature of their situation 
seriously and to explore choices and 
actions that may bring forth more stability 
for their families. Where needed, we must 
help them articulate their challenges 
with a view of facilitating policies that 
support their progress. Only then will we 
be rebuilding and not simply returning to 
an undesirable situation.

Innovations Involving and Impacting 
Our Members

As with every crisis there will be 
opportunities for innovation. New 
initiatives emerged and old ones 
were reimagined. In response to 
young people’s anxiety about their 
employment prospects, Youth Want 
Work was initiated as a pilot to assist 
youth from rental flat neighbourhoods 
to navigate the labour market in a post-
COVID-19 reality. A youth was employed 
to coordinate the project and it is 
envisioned that eventually it will be fully 
youth-driven and managed. 

In a crisis, a high level of community 
competence and preparedness is 
important, and the leadership and spirit 
of voluntarism displayed by residents 
was key in enabling those badly hit by 
the pandemic to receive the appropriate 
assistance and resources.  

Another aspect of our work that proved 
valuable was our whole of society 
approach where we capitalised on social 
issues as opportunities to bring together 
government agencies, civil society 
organisations and the community in 
cooperation toward the common good.
The goodwill and social capital amassed 
fuelled the smooth working relationships 
that always put the work in the centre. 
These collaborations were inspiring, 
life giving and transformed fatigue into 
commitment, dedication, and stamina.

My team and I look back at the year 
with humility, pride, and gratitude. We 
were humbled by the resilience and 
generosity of those who looked out for 
their neighbours despite the disruption 
in their own lives, proud of how the 
government, civil society and community 
stood in solidarity and thankful that we 
served a purpose.

A Culture of Care

Amidst the busyness, the hectic sense of 
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For women whose home-baking business 
was suspended because of safety 
regulations, we succeeded in pivoting 
them to sewing face masks. Sew Can 
We, a dormant initiative was revived, 
refreshed, and reintroduced as a viable 
income generation endeavour.  Several 
other women were also appointed as 
Community Enablers to help us with 
the administration and distribution of 
financial and digital access assistance. We 
were pleased with these developments 
as our members were directly involved in 
the change that benefits themselves and 
their community and drew an income in 
the process.

Notable Partnerships and 
Developments

One significant characteristic of the year 
was the partnerships and cooperation 
with others in the social space: not just 
social service agencies but informal 
groups and ground-up initiatives. Mind 
the Gap was a collaboration with 7 others 
that enabled about $1M to support 619 
families across Singapore that were 
previously not known to us.

We were glad that despite our 
overwhelming workload we could 
stand in solidarity with fellow civil 
society organisations that highlighted 
poverty and advocated for community 

development. We contributed to the 
commemoration of the International Day 
for the Eradication of Poverty by enabling 
a mother who has known us since she was 
12 years old, to share about her journey 
navigating poverty-related challenges. 
Poignantly, she told an audience, “Now 
at 41 years old, I finally feel that I can 
make plans for my family and myself. All 
these years, it was just one problem after 
another.”  

We were also part of the Community 
Forum organised by the Community 
Development Network. The Community 
Forum was an experiment in decentralized 
organising that worked out quite well with 
an important conclusion that “people 
caring about one another’s causes and 
standing in solidarity with one another is 
the way to go.” 

Our Financial Situation 

The government’s COVID-19 
supplementary budgets were critical for 
keeping our financial situation stable.  The 
stability enabled us to serve confidently 
as a conduit for the goodwill directed 
to those badly hit by the pandemic. The 
goodwill was tremendous as illustrated 
on Page 13. 

In total, government subvention increased 
by $0.83M. This was mainly due to wage 
support from the Jobs Support Scheme 

where we received $0.73M. The rest were 
mainly from the Tote Board Community 
Healthcare Fund and the Tote Board 
matching programmes.

As for our expenditure, 58% was for 
COVID-19 recovery efforts such as 
financial, food and digital access assistance 
and their related costs. This proportion of 
the budget which benefited our members 
directly was an extraordinary jump from 
9% in the previous year. It reflected the 
dire need of the situation and our critical 
role as a conduit for resources from the 
community to our members.

Ironically, in my summary last year I 
commented that for the low-income, 
financial resources are important and we 
will endeavour to increase the in-flow of 
financial resources to our members. Of 
course, I did not imagine such a jump this 
year, but cash or in-kind transfers are not 
the only way of increasing the percentage 
of our budget to directly benefit the 
people we exist for. Where possible they 
could join the staff or be compensated 
for their efforts in supporting the 
community development work in their 
neighbourhoods.  

We have always recruited teachers for our 
Healthy Start Child Development Centre 
from the parents who send their children 
to us and I believe that when we can 
entrust more of our members with paid 
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Income 2020 
Jan to Dec

2019 
Jan to Dec

2018 
Jan to Dec

Government Funds 3,207,032 26% 2,376,158 43% 2,409,240 49%

General Donations 2,157,922 17% 2,574,441 47% 1,778,704 36%

Designated Assistance Donations 5,268,748 42% 137,341 2% 188,650 4%

Designated Assistance Grants 89,278 1%

Non-Government Grants 156,443 1%

Sponsorship-In-Kind 1,505,257 12% 246,603 5% 448,163 9%

Miscellaneous Income 139,043 1% 190,461 3% 128,727 2%

 Total Income 12,523,723 100% 5,525,004 100% 4,953,484  100%

 Expenditure 2020
Jan To Dec

2019
Jan to Dec

 2018
Jan to Dec

Staff Costs 3,377,580 36% 3,238,855 73% 3,131,154 71%

Facilities 175,113 2% 174,727 4% 192,014 4%

Programme Costs 73,509 1% 160,012 4% 134,520 3%

Programme Costs (Designated Assistance) 3,959,465 42% 151,998 3% 182,691 4%

Other Operating Costs 169,996 2% 284.843 6% 166,758 4%

Sponsorship-In-Kind 1,505,257 16% 246,603 6% 448,163 10%

Depreciation 115,157 1% 158,016 4% 154,001 4%

Total Expenditure 9,376,077 100% 4,415,054 100% 4,409,301 100% 
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Walking Together in Solidarity – Always!
In sum, the pandemic has shown us how our 
collective wellbeing is closely linked with 
the wellbeing of strangers near and far. It 
has also shined a light on the vulnerability 
of those with little resources across the 
world. In Singapore, the government’s 
unprecedented introduction of 4 budgets 
amounting to $93 billion in total and the 
goodwill from the community alleviated 
matters significantly. I also have stirring 
memories of how colleagues and 
volunteers delivered essential services 
with conviction, determination, and care 
as well as the numerous offers of help that 
sought to maintain a sense of normalcy 
for the vulnerable. Empathy, compassion, 
and trust were in abundance as we stood 
in solidarity with each other. Let’s lock-
in these positives so that when the dark 
sceptre of COVID-19 abates, we will still 
be walking together in solidarity toward 
a socially and economically integrated 
Singapore.

Thank you for the tremendous support 
that has enabled us to do what we do. 

Sincerely,

 
 Gerard Ee
Executive Director

 
1.4% 
(11 pax) 

42.2%

3.3%
(6 pax)

3.2% 
(6 pax) 3.4%4.1%

in their lives. In some contexts, their 
efforts in the interest of the community 
can be compensated. Nonetheless, it 
is unlikely that a large proportion of the 
budget will go directly to our members in 
2021. However, asset-based community 
development and the notion of building 
communities from the inside-out means 
that we should strive toward a budget 
that increasingly appreciates the assets 
within the community. Please note that 
the comparison below is a best effort in 
retrospect but it helps us keep in focus 
the nature of our value to our members.

work in caring for their own community, 
our significance as a charity for the low-
income shifts in a profound way. We are 
demonstrating that when people who 
have the capabilities and capacity uplift 
their own communities, they also bring 
economic value. 

Appreciating The Value of Assets in 
Our Communities 

So, from here on we will be monitoring 
how our operating budget has been 
benefiting the people we exist for, apart 
from the presence of having our staff 
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BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 

Appointed at Board meeting on 6 August 2020                                                        

President Mr Peter Hum

Vice-President Mr Alok Kochhar

Honorary Treasurer Mr Narayanan Vinod Krishnan

Honorary Secretary Mr Andy Leck

Founder Member Representative Sr Veronica De Roza

Board Members Mrs Alexandra De Mello
Mr Alvin Yapp
Mr Ang Fui Siong
Mr Ang Kian Peng
Mr Christopher Ng till 6 Aug

Mr Nicholas Gardiner till 17 Sep

Ms Ratna Sari Binte Mohamed Hashim
Mrs Ravina Kirpalani
Mrs Sarah Stabler

Medical Advisor Dr Tan Poh Kiang, PJ Clinic

Legal Advisor Baker & McKenzie. Wong & Leow

Auditor Helmi Talib LLP

Bankers DBS Bank Ltd
Standard Chartered Bank (Singapore)
Limited
CIMB Bank Berhad

OUR HONORARY MEMBERS

Honorary Advisor Dr S. Vasoo

OUR EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

President Mr Peter Hum

Vice President Mr Alok Kochhar

Honorary Treasurer Mr Narayanan Vinod Krishnan

Honorary Secretary Mr Andy Leck

OUR BOARD COMMITTEES 

1. Appointment & Nomination Committee 

Chair Mr Peter Hum

Members Mr Alok Kochhar
Sr Veronica De Roza

2. Audit & Risk Committee  

Chair Mr Ang Fui Siong

Members Mr Mahesh Asrani 
Mr Mayank Kochhar

3. Finance & Admin Committee  

Chair Mr Narayanan Vinod Krishnan

Members Mr Jim Tay
Mr Peter Lim
Ms Ratna Sari Binte Mohamed Hashim

4. Human Resource Committee  

Chair Ms Chia Puay Kheng  

Members Ms Chan Chee-Hwee
Mr Goh Chee Kong

5. Investment Committee

Chair Mr Alok Kochhar

Members Mr Ang Fui Siong

6. Fund Raising Committee

Chair Mr Alvin Yapp

Members Ms Agnes Eu
Mr Ang Kian Peng
Ms Georgie Chong
Mrs Mary Kuo
Mrs Ravina Kirpalani
Mr Narayanan Vinod Krishnan
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7. Programmes & Services Committee

Chair Mr Peter Hum

Members Mrs Alexandra De Mello
Mr Alok Kochhar
Mr Andy Leck
Dr Goh Han Meng
Dr Huso Yi
Dr Ijlal Naqvi
Mrs Ravina Kirpalani
Sr Veronica De Roza

OUR BOARD COMMITTEES

Supported by  

7.1 Healthy Start Child Development 
Centre Management Committee

 

Chair Dr Sirene Lim

Members Dr Christine Lee
Ms Lim Seok Lin
Dr Lucy Quek-Chew  

7.2 Info-Tech Committee  

Chair Ms Clara Lee

Members Ms Catherine Goh
Ms Chew Hoon
Mr Lim Jui Khiang
Ms Rebecca Chiu

8. Public Relations Committee 

Chair Mrs Sarah Stabler

Members

Mr Alvin Yapp
Ms Arunima Kochhar
Mr Mark Chen
Ms Sue Stephens

9. Volunteer Committee

Chair Mr Ma Wei Tong

Members
Mr Petros Zenieris
Mrs Sarah Stabler

OUR BOARD COMMITTEES



The Staff

Norrashikin Abdul Refaiie
Nur Hazirah Binte Salehudin
Nur Irfah Binte Abdul Majeed
S Suraendher Kumarr from 6 Apr
Samuel Tang till 31 Aug
Shariffah Nureza Binte Syed Ayoub 
Alsagoff
Shoshawna Lazzar
Siti Nor Rohani Zaini
Sobikun Nahar Mossammad
Stella Jayanthi
Swathi Swaminathan
Tan Hooi Boon
Then Mui Choo
Vairam Gopalakrishnan
Wong Pei Ling

Principal Sua Swee Lee till 30 Jun 
Lee Hui Huang from 8 Jul

Teachers Annabel Chong
Denise Chng
I Raheena till 22 Dec
Janice Cher
Mervvyn Paul Singh
Mohamed Bee d/o Abdul Jalil
Noraidah Binte Helmee
Rachel Goh
Rafhana Binte Sarip
Salamiah Binte Bahtiar
Salwani Binti Ismail

The Staff

Executive Director Gerard Ee since 1 Jun 1991

Deputy Executive Director T Ranganayaki

Assistant Directors Joyce Lim
Lim Shaw Hui
Stephanie Chok till 10 Oct
Mohammad Alil Jumari

Administration & Finance Team Angeline Tan   
A Premavati  
Aziman Bin Ali
Cecilia Chan  
Chew Fook Hong
Junainah Binte Ali
Loh Keng Chin
Peggy Wong
Samsuibrahim Sukkuriyabeevi   
Wong Kok Wah till 31st Jul 

Community Work Team Abhishek Saraf till 20 May
Adam Kosnan Bin Kosnan Siran
Adrina Tie
Afriyanto Ayub till 14 Dec
Anne-Marie Ong
Chiu Ying Yik
Elakiya Ruqsana Navrina Arrafarismal 
from 15 Sep
George Joseph Das
Grace Toh
Grace Yew
Helen Ho
Hilda Foo from 9 Apr
Jasmine Chew
Joanne Yau
Jolene Fok
Karimah Amanina Binte Jaffar
Kaylin Toh from 6 May
Maizy Tan
Mynavathy Raju
Noel Tan
Noor Izzaty Ishak
Noriko Goh till 15 Oct
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Attendance Record for Board of Management Meetings (FY2020 January to December)

6 
Feb

9 
Apr

6 
Aug

17 
Sep

19
Nov Attendance

Mrs Alexandra De Mello ✓ ✓ ✓ 100%

Mr Alok Kochhar ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 100%

Mr Alvin Yapp ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 100%

Mr Andy Leck ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ 60%

Mr Ang Fui Siong ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 80%

Mr Ang Kian Peng ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 100%

Mr Christopher Ng ✗ ✗ 0%

Mr Narayanan Vinod Krishnan ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 100%

Mr Nicholas Gardiner ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ 75%

Mr Peter Hum ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 100%

Ms Ratna Sari Binte 
Mohamed Hashim ✓ ✓ ✓ 100%

Mrs Ravina Kirpalani ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ 80%

Mrs Sarah Stabler ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 100%

Sr Veronica De Roza ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ 60%

Remuneration

All Board and Board Committee Members 
are volunteers who contribute pro-bono 
their time, expertise and services. They do 
not receive any allowance, honorarium, 
reimbursements or remuneration for their 
efforts.

Key management personnel consist of 
the Executive Director, Deputy Executive 
Director and Assistant Directors. In FY 20, 
there were 6 key management personnel. 
The breakdown of their salaries by band 
is as follows:  

Below $100,000   3

$100,000 to $120,000  1

$120,000 to $140,000  2

Related Entities

None

There is no staff member who is a close 
family member of the Executive Head or 
Board member.

Management of Conflict of Interest

The Society has a conflict of interest 
policy in place. 

All trustees/office bearers, chairman of 
sub-committees and key management 
personnel are required to read and 

understand the conflict of interest 
policy. They are required to make full 
disclosure of interests and to sign the 
declaration form every year. When a 
conflict of interest situation arises, the 
person concerned shall declare his or her 
interests and abstain from participating 

in the discussion, decision-making and 
voting on the matter.
There was no transaction with a corporation 
in which the trustees/office bearers and 
the key management personnel had an 
interest during the fiscal year 1 January 
2020 to 31 December 2020.
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Governance



The above info has been taken from the Charity Council’s 
website.

Governance in the charity sector 
refers to the framework and processes 
concerned with managing the overall 
direction, effectiveness, supervision, and 
accountability of an organisation. 

Charities, as community organisations 
working for public benefit, are accountable 
to the public and other stakeholders. 
Good governance is increasingly an 
important criterion for the public and 
charity stakeholders to decide whether 
to donate or volunteer their services to a 
charity. 

The Charity Council developed the 
Code of Governance in 2007, to set out 
principles and best practices in key areas 
of governance and management that 
charities are encouraged to adopt. The 
first refined Code was issued in January 
2011.

The Council initiated a second refinement 
in 2015 to provide greater clarity and 
relevance about good governance to the 
charity sector. The second refined Code 
was issued on 6 April 2017. 

The Board of each charity has the 
responsibility to implement good 
governance practices for the effective 

performance and operation of their 
charity. The Charity Council hopes that 
this Code will help charities prepare 
themselves to cater to an increasingly 
discerning public and allow members of 
the public to understand the hallmarks of 
good governance. 

• This Code is meant for all registered 
charities and Institutions of a Public 
Character (IPCs) in Singapore. 

• All charities and IPCs to which the 
Code applies are required to submit 
a Governance Evaluation Checklist 
(GEC) on the Charity Portal (www.
charities.gov.sg). Disclosure of this 
checklist is made available for public 
viewing on the Charity Portal. 

• The Code operates on the principle 
of ‘comply or explain’. Compliance 
is not mandatory. However, charities 
are encouraged to review or consider 
amending their governing instrument, 
by-laws and policies as necessary to 
adopt this Code for the best interest 
of their organisations.  
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S/
No Code Description

Code 
ID

Compliance

Board Governance
1 Induction and orientation are provided to 

incoming Board members on joining the 
Board.

1.1.2 Complied

Are there Board members holding staff 
appointments?

(Skip items 2 and 3 if “No”)

No

2 Staff does not chair the Board and does 
not comprise more than one-third of the 
Board.

1.1.3 Complied

3 There are written job descriptions for their 
executive functions and operational duties 
which are distinct from their Board roles.

1.1.5 Complied

4 There is a maximum limit of four 
consecutive years for the Treasurer 
position (or equivalent, e.g. Finance 
Committee Chairman or person on Board 
responsible for overseeing the finances of 
the charity).

1.1.7 Complied

Should the charity not have an appointed 
Board member, it will be taken that the 
Chairman oversees the finances.

1.1.7 Complied

5 All Board members submit themselves for 
re-nomination and re-appointment, at 
least once every three years.

1.1.8 Complied

6 The Board conducts regular self-
evaluation to assess its performance and 
effectiveness once per term or every three 
years, whichever is shorter.

1.1.12 Complied

Are there Board member(s) who have 
served for more than 10 consecutive 
years?

(Skip item 7 if “No”)

No

7 The charity discloses in its annual 
report the reasons for retaining Board 
member(s) who have served for more 
than 10 consecutive years.

1.1.13 Complied

8 There are documented terms of 
reference for the Board and each of its 
Board committees.

1.2.1 Complied

Conflict of Interest

9 There are documented procedures for 
Board members and staff to declare actual 
or potential conflicts of interest to the 
Board at the earliest opportunity.

2.1 Complied

10 Board members do not vote or 
participate in decision-making on matters 
where they have a conflict of interest.

2.4 Complied
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Below is our Governance Evaluation Checklist for FY20 
submitted to the Charity Portal.
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Strategic Planning
11 The Board periodically reviews and 

approves the strategic plan for the 
charity to ensure that the activities are in 
line with its objectives.

3.2.2 Complied

Human Resource and Volunteer Management

12 The Board approves documented human 
resource policies for staff.

5.1 Complied

13 There is a documented Code of Conduct 
for Board members, staff and volunteers 
(where applicable) which is approved by 
the Board.

5.3 Complied

14 There are processes for regular 
supervision, appraisal and professional 
development of staff.

5.5 Complied

Are there volunteers serving in the 
charity? (Skip item 15 if “No”)

Yes

15 There are volunteer management policies 
in place for volunteers.

5.7 Complied

Financial Management and Internal Controls

16 There is a documented policy to seek 
Board’s approval for any loans, donations, 
grants or financial assistance provided by 
the charity which are not part of its core 
charitable programmes.

6.1.1 Complied

17 The Board ensures internal controls for 
financial matters in key areas are in place 
with documented procedures.

6.1.2 Complied

18 The Board ensures reviews on the 
charity’s internal controls, processes, key 
programmes and events are regularly 
conducted.

6.1.3 Complied

19 The Board ensures that there is a process 
to identify, regularly monitor and review 
the charity’s key risks.

6.1.4 Complied

20 The Board approves an annual budget for 
the charity’s plans and regularly monitors 
its expenditure.

6.2.1 Complied

Does the charity invest its reserves, 
including fixed deposits?

(Skip item 21 if “No”)

Yes

21 The charity has a documented investment 
policy approved by the Board.

6.4.3 Complied

Fundraising Practices

Did the charity receive cash donations 
(solicited or unsolicited) during the year? 

(Skip item 22 if “No”)

Yes

22 All collections received (solicited or 
unsolicited) are properly accounted for 
and promptly deposited by the charity.

7.2.2 Complied



Did the charity receive donations-in-kind 
during the year?

(Skip item 23 if “No”)

Yes

23 All donations-in-kind received are properly 
recorded and accounted for by the 
charity.

7.2.3 Complied

Disclosure and Transparency
24 The charity discloses in its annual report:

i) Number of Board meetings in the year; 
and

ii) Individual Board member’s attendance.

8.2 Compiled

Are Board members remunerated for 
their Board services?

(Skip items 25 and 26 if “No”)

No

25 No Board member is involved in setting his 
or her own remuneration. 

2.2 Complied

26 

The charity discloses the exact 
remuneration and benefits received by 
each Board member in its annual report.

OR

The charity discloses that no Board 
members are remunerated.

8.3 Complied

Does the charity employ paid staff? 
(Skip items 27, 28 and 29 if “No”)

Yes

27 No staff is involved in setting his or her 
own remuneration.

2.2 Complied

28 The charity discloses in its annual report:

i) The total annual remuneration 
(including any remuneration received 
in its subsidiaries), for each of its three 
highest paid staff, who each receives 
remuneration exceeding $100,000, in 
bands of $100,000; and

ii) If any of the three highest paid staff also 
serves on the Board of the charity.

OR

The charity discloses that none of its staff 
receives more than $100,000 in annual 
remuneration each.

8.4 Complied

29 The charity discloses the number of 
paid staff who are close members of the 
family of the Executive Head or Board 
Members, who each receives remuneration 
exceeding $50,000 during the year, in 
bands of $100,000.

OR

The charity discloses that there is no paid 
staff who are close members of the family 
of the Executive Head or Board Member, 
who receives more than $50,000 during 
the year.

8.5 Complied

Public Image
30 The charity has a documented 

communication policy on the release 
of information about the charity and its 
activities across all media platforms.

9.2 Complied
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Official Identity &
General Information



Operating expenses are defrayed by 
fundraising activities, government grants 
and the generosity of philanthropic 
establishments, commercial corporations, 
and well-wishers.

Beyond Social Services is a charity with a 
mission to help children and youths from 
less privileged backgrounds break away 
from the poverty cycle. We were set up 
in August 1969 in response to the poor 
living conditions aggravated by 2 fires 

Statutory Information

Our Beginnings Our Sources of Funding

Registered Address

Beyond Social Services

26 Jalan Klinik #01-42/52

Singapore 160026 

Charity Status

Charity Registration Number: 0594

Charity Registration Date: 19 September 1988 

Institution of a Public Character (IPC) Status - General Fund

IPC Registration No: IPC000355

New Period Approved: 1 July 2019 to 30 June 2022

Sector Administrator – Ministry of Social and Family Development

Affiliation

National Council of Social Service

Full member since 3 August 1987   Government
26%

Individuals
35%

Corporations
19%

Sponsorship-In-
Kind
12%

Investment Income
0.8% Miscellaneous

0.3%
Other Organisations

0.8%Grant Making 
Agencies

6%
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Legal Identity

Registered with the Registry of Societies

Date of Establishment: 7 February 1987

ROS 315/86 WEL

UEN Number: S87SS0025J
Funds from the government including 
those designated for welfare assistance 
amounted to 26% of our total revenue. 
In absolute numbers, the government 
funds amounted to $3,207,032 which is 
higher compared to $2,376,158 in FY19. 
This is significant and the breakdown of 
the type of funds is in the table below. 

that hit the Bukit Ho Swee Community 
in the 1960s. During different periods of 
our history, we were known as the Bukit 
Ho Swee Social Service Centre, the Bukit 
Ho Swee Community Service Project and 
Nazareth Centre.



Government Funding Received Amount

Programmes

Ministry of Social and Family Development - Child Care/Infant Care 
Subsidy for Working Mothers $449,276

Tote Board Community Healthcare Fund $137,593

National Youth Council - Youth Corp Singapore Grant $25,126

MCCY – Community Independence Initiative $46,500

Tote Board – Social Service Fund for Youth United Programme $1,033,867

Donation Matching Arrangements

Bicentennial Community Fund $400,000

TOTE Board Matching for Fundraising Events $225,000

Others

Ministry of Manpower – Childcare & Maternity leave

$802,239Ministry of Manpower - Employment Credits (including Jobs Support 
Scheme)

Skills Future Reimbursement

Miscellaneous                                                                                                $87,431

Total $3,207,032
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Reserves Policy

in deficit and based on a budget of $5 
million we had an operating reserve of 
approximately 1.7 times our operating 
expenses (excluding designated funds).

Vision & Mission 
Vision

Beyond’s vision is that by 2025, every 
child and youth in Singapore, despite 
a disadvantaged background, has the 
opportunity to refuse a lifestyle of 
delinquency and welfare dependency. 

Mission

Purpose

We help children and youths from less 
privileged backgrounds to break away 
from the poverty cycle. We want to 
develop young people who respect the 
law, value education and seek to become 
responsible persons.

Values

We believe that people have the ability to 
help themselves and can successfully reach 
their goals despite their disadvantages 
within a context of compassion, social 
justice and community, the foundational 
values that social work is built on.

Strategy

We take a long-term view and focus 

It was decided at our Board meeting on 
27 August 2015 that we will endeavour to 
build a reserve fund that amounts to at 
least 1 year of our operating budget. 

The reserves are monitored and reviewed 
periodically by the Board, ensuring that 
the work is sustained and our obligations 
to our stakeholders are fulfilled. As at 31 
December 2020, there were no funds 



on impacting young lives by providing 
them access to social, educational and 
community support programmes. We 
value inter-organisational collaboration & 
will steadily expand by building networks 
of individuals and organisations that 
can contribute towards our vision. We 
would therefore gladly work with others, 
as we believe that our target group will 
ultimately benefit when more members of 
the community take an active interest in 
their well-being.

Standards

We ensure quality social service by 
facilitating an organisational culture that 
rewards passion, innovation, on-going 
evaluation, and the development of 
human resources.

Programme, Projects
& Facilities
Programmes

In 2011, we made a strategic decision 
to adopt a community development 
approach where social issues are regarded 
as opportunities for people from different 
backgrounds to cooperate toward a 
common good. We chose to focus on 
public-rental housing neighbourhoods 
and to build community from the “inside-
out” with support and resources from the 

“outside-in.” This meant identifying assets 
among residents such as their abilities, 
aspirations, and support networks, 
and together with them creating a 
context for them to bring good to their 
neighbourhood. Where needed and 
advantageous to their efforts, we will also 
facilitate cooperation between them and 
those from elsewhere. This cooperation 
facilitates resources from the “outside-
in.”

Hence, all work took on a community 
development emphasis and were 
consolidated under the Youth United 
Programme. As adequate care was a 
constant challenge for children from 
disadvantaged families with multiple 
difficulties, we maintained our full day 
childcare centre to alleviate this need. 
Nonetheless, this facility has an emphasis 
on Home School Partnership which is 
aligned with our community development 
work. 

Main

Healthy Start Child Development Centre 
(HSCDC) 

HSCDC is an early childhood education 
programme regulated by the Early 
Childhood Development Agency. It offers 
full day childcare and has a capacity of 
9 infants and 54 children. This facility is 
dedicated to children from lower income 

families who pay a nominal fee, but no 
child is turned away because of an inability 
to meet school fees. The operating deficit 
is recovered through fundraising efforts.

Youth United - Building Futures Through 
Friendships

This is a community building effort 
that organises resources, routines, 
relationships, and rituals around young 
people living in public rental housing 
neighbourhoods. In the spirit of “building 
futures through friendships,” the 
programme intentionally reconnects with 
its members periodically and supports 
research endeavours that shed light on 
their lived experiences as well as their 
membership with Beyond.

This approach has been designed on 
the belief that offending and other 
undesirable behaviours are not inherent in 
people but a product of their environment 
and circumstances. Hence, we have 
developed a “Competent Communities” 
framework to monitor the progress of 
how neighbourhoods become “villages” 
that raise their children well. A significant 
amount of funding is from the Tote Board 
Social Service Fund administered by the 
National Council of Social Services.  

Support 

Some of these programmes started off as 
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initiatives in support of the Youth United 
Programme agenda. As the work evolved, 
some initiatives have gained more traction 
than others and we are now listing them 
as support programmes that help fulfil 
the organisation’s overarching community 
development agenda.  

Developmental Focus

1.  Bakers Beyond

Seasonal income-generating bake sales

2.  LIFE - Learning is Fun & Exciting

All learning activities for those aged 6 
& above are coordinated under LIFE to 
impress on participants that Learning is 
Fun and Exciting

3. The Community Theatre

Rallying people to act on their social 
challenges

Designated Funds

1.   Beyond Champions Fund

Facilitating participation in sports, arts 
and other activity-based experiential 
learning programmes

2.   Bridge the Digital Divide Fund

Facilitating initiatives that promote digital 

inclusion for an individual, family or a 
community

3.   Community Tabung

A savings programme to supplement 
children’s Child Development Account

4.   Education Assistance Fund

Enabling children, youth and adults to 
further their education and skills

5.   Family Assistance Fund

To provide a sense of stability for families 
who are over-stressed, under-supported 
and experiencing financial hardship

In 2020, The Bridge the Digital Divide 
Fund and Family Assistance Fund 
enabled us to respond appropriately 
to those hard-hit by the COVID-19 
pandemic.

Projects
In the pursuit of remaining relevant and 
effective for our target population, we 
are constantly exploring new initiatives 
that may benefit or make a positive 
difference to their well-being and their 
lives. These projects also encourage 
innovative thinking and the application 
of our capabilities in different contexts 
and new ways that facilitate professional 
development, refreshing our practice, 

perspective and purpose. Often, these 
endeavours bring us into collaborations 
with others and heighten the value of 
partnerships, shared responsibilities, 
and pooled resources. Of course, 
collaborations present a set of challenges, 
but we take them on in the spirit of our 
community development ethos.

In 2019, leading into 2020, the 2 projects 
below got off the ground: 

1.   Community Independence Initiative 
(CII)

Mutual help among the lower-
income facilitated by information and 
opportunities created from the data 
analytics of their skills, interest and 
motivations.

2.   Health Competence

Building the capabilities and capacity 
of communities based on the view that 
“health” and “care” provided by family 
and friends are an important protective 
factor against social determinants of 
health.

The pilot phase of CII was completed but 
a decision on its continuity was shelved 
considering the pressing pandemic-
related concerns. Also, because of 
COVID-19 Safety Regulations, we could 
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not carry out the research needed for 
the Health Competence Project and we 
requested for the project to be stalled 
and resumed only when home visiting 
and face-to-face meetings can resume.
However, in January 2020 a partnership 
with Yishun Health commenced and a 
Health Competence project that focused 
on encouraging youth to take an interest 
in the health issues affecting their 
neighbourhood was launched.

As we responded to the COVID-19 
situation, we embarked on several 
opportunities to meet needs that 
emerged. Below were the new projects 
initiated.

1.   Community Enablers

Recognising members who support 
our community development efforts as 
valuable assets. Work that leverages on 
their skills and identity as a resident of the 
neighbourhood are compensated with an 
allowance. In 2020, community enablers 
support the administration of financial 
assistance as well as digital access. 

2.   Youth Want Work

A youth-driven pilot programme which 
will outreach to youth from rental flat 
neighbourhoods who have left school, 
about to graduate, or are currently 

seeking employment to navigate the job 
market in a post-COVID-19 scenario.

3.   Sew Can We

A seasonal income generation project for 
those with sewing skills. The main income 
has been from the sewing of reusable face 
masks. 

Facilities

Wherever possible we will rent, borrow, 
or cooperate with others to share their 
existing facilities. By taking this approach 
we will be able to grow the work without 
incurring too much set-up cost. More 
importantly, we do not “set up shop” in the 
presence of existing community-serving 
organisations and give the impression 
that we are out to compete with them. 

The proliferation of social services and 
its facilities implies that families and 
communities are unable to care for its 
members. Hence, “less is more” and by 
cooperating with these organisations 
toward shared goals; we strengthen 
our collective sense of community.  
Generally, without the need for 
permanent offices, we can respond to 
community needs more nimbly. As long 
as we can create a warm and welcoming 
environment wherever we work, any place 
can be an effective workplace.

Our proactive work approach takes us to 
neighbourhoods, community facilities & 
schools but our staff teams are housed at 
the premises below.
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Staff Resources
The established headcount was 60 and 
turnover was 23.33% or an average of 
1.94% per month. In absolute numbers 
14 staff resigned and our average 
monthly headcount was 58.5. There was 
a recruitment of 15 staff.

Average length of service of each staff 
was 7.59 years and average age was 
43.26 years.

Singapore 160026 
Telephone: 6375 2940 
Facsimile:  6274 0633

Block 75 Whampoa Drive #01-346 & 372 
Singapore 320075

Facsimile: 6254 6405

Block 120 Bukit Merah View #01-04/06
Singapore 152120
Telephone: 6270 2443
Facsimile: 6270 4483

Tel: 6354 9080

Block 26 Jalan Klinik #01-42/52
(registered address)

Healthy Start Child Development Centre
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Strategic Direction &
Programme Management

When people come together to 
define their own problems and 
implement their own solutions 

in partnership with service 
providers, the social service 

sector is stronger.

~

Strategic Direction
Our community-building and peace-
making approach adds value to a social 
service sector where assistance comes 
in the form of schemes, programmes 
and guidance administered by service 
providers. While we recognise that 
service providers meet needs and 
alleviate challenges; our focus on 
people’s strengths, the resources within 
their natural support networks and their 
sincerity in making amends when needed, 
creates agency and solidarity among 
people.

We are in the service of people’s efforts 
because when people come together to 
define their own problems and implement 
their own solutions in partnership with 
service providers, the social service sector 
is stronger for the many helping hands 
from the community. 



A Community Building and Peace-
Making Approach 

We work at bringing about 
neighbourhoods that raise their children 
well. To monitor the development of such 
neighbourhoods, the organisation focuses 
on the achievement of 8 objectives. These 
objectives were chosen with a view of 
addressing current needs and developing 
community leaders for the present and the 
future. Every activity contributes towards 
the achievement of one or more of these 
objectives:

1. A long-term engagement/relationship 
with all youths (Keeping in touch with 
participants until they are 25).

2. Neighbourhoods that take a restorative 
approach towards young offenders and 
multiple problem families. 

3. A culture of learning and education 
among children and youths.

4. A culture of employment among the 
caregivers and adult residents as well as 
youths entering the workforce.

5. A high level of voluntarism and 
community participation among children, 
youths and their caregivers. 

6. Increased family involvement and 

competence in resolving their difficulties. 

7. Cooperation among helping agencies 
that provide meaningful programmes for 
our young people and their families.

8. Increased involvement from civil society 
that facilitates the long-term relationships 
/ friendships with our young people and 
their families.

Competent Communities

As we deepen our work in the service of 
people’s efforts, we encourage and enable 
those who come to our programmes to 
take ownership of their shared concerns 
and aspirations. Hence, within the 
public rental neighbourhoods where we 
work, we monitor the residents’ level of 
awareness, understanding, action and 
ownership for their shared concerns and 
aspirations. This is done with a view that 
they become empowered individuals who 
work alongside volunteers to manage 

resources as well as the change and 
progress they envision.

Our Strategic Profile
From a strategic planning exercise in 
2001, we crafted a strategic profile to 
guide us. This profile which is our strategic 
statement of intent was refreshed in 2017.

Beyond’s Strategic Profile 2020

We exist to support young people and their 
families from low-income neighbourhoods 
to achieve social mobility. We will adopt 
a whole of society approach where we 
proactively seek partnerships with the 
public sector, civil society and the wider 
community to co-create a climate of social 
integration wherever we work.

By being an advocate, enabler and 
motivator, we will rally residents in public 
rental housing to work closely with other 
stakeholders in nurturing young people 
who lead purposeful and meaningful lives 
and are contributing members of society.   

We will be a leading agency with the 
capabilities to organise communities 
that value compassion, social justice and 
mutual help. We will create a welcoming 
space to harness goodwill so that everyone 
can have a stake in the wellbeing of the 
community.
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Our Roles as Advocate, 
Enabler and Motivator
Advocate

Advocacy is our effort to draw attention 
to the needs and challenges of those who 
participate in our programmes: 

• gain public support for initiatives that 
address those needs and challenges; 

• highlight the unintended effects of 
laws, policies and practices that affect 
our ability to carry out our work;

• provide feedback on the impact of 
national policies and programmes; 

• the initiation of programmes, practices 
and policies that bring about a more 
restorative landscape for children, 
youth and families thus promoting an 
all-inclusive society.

Enabler

Social service programmes run by 
professionals run the risk of discouraging 
community-led efforts to care for their 
vulnerable members. Thus, our role 
is to nurture community leadership. 
Sometimes to meet an urgent need, it 
may be necessary for us to begin and 
drive a programme. However, we do so 

with an exit plan where: 

a. the community is enabled to take 
on the leadership, or

b. needs are met by resources or 
stakeholders in the mainstream.

As an enabler, we are close to the ground 
and through the voices of programme 
participants, we experience the impact 
of policies, programmes, and deepen our 
understanding of social issues.  

Motivator

We believe that wherever possible, the 
non-profit sector should seek to grow by 
collaboration rather than competition. 
Sharing and cooperation maximises 
organisational resources and increases 
the possibility of people receiving a better 
quality of assistance. Thus, as a motivator 
we will facilitate:

• networks, alliances and friendships 
that promote cooperation and 
collaborations;

• the sharing of expertise, knowledge 
and resources to enable the 
proliferation of programmes or to 
increase programme participation, 
and the building of sector capability 
and capacity through formal and 
informal training programmes.

Programme Management
Our programmes are the ‘doors’ by which 
our target participants come to us, but 
our work as a whole is geared toward 
improving our participants’ sense of 
integration with mainstream society. To 
support a peace-making and community 
building approach, our practice 
incorporates:

• Restorative practices and peaceful 
resolution of conflicts

• Family group conferences

• Strength-based thinking and context 
creation

• Participatory and reflective dialogue

• Community development approaches

Crisis Management and Problem-
Solving Modus Operandi

We de-escalate crises and problems to 
a point where the family or community 
can make meaningful decisions about 
their situation. That means wherever 
possible we will avoid criminal or judicial 
proceedings as well as interventions that 
reduce the family’s decision-making ability. 
In this vein, we also work at preventing 
institutionalisation or out-of-home care 
for children and youths. 
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Families and communities are enabled 
to address and resolve their problems 
with the support of their extended family 
and the community. This encourages 
participants to become resilient enough 
to handle their problems and to move 
beyond the need for professional 
support. Hence, our modus operandi for 
crisis management and problem-solving 
moves along a continuum of problem 
de-escalation, family strengthening and 
community integration.

The Critical Role of Community

The United Nations Division for Social 
Policy and Development defines social 
integration as “the attempt not to make 
people adjust to society, but rather 
to ensure that society is accepting of 
all people.” Hence, it is a society that 
integrates people; -- not an organisation. 

Beyond as an organisation works at 
facilitating an all-inclusive society. We 
work on the premise that programme 
participants, volunteers, partners, donors 
and staff are members of a community 
working together to guide disadvantaged 
young people away from the poverty 
cycle. The resources, expertise and 
energy needed to meet community 
needs lie beyond the staff team and 

within the community. Volunteers, self-
help initiatives and goodwill from the 
community contribute immensely to the 
realisation of the organisation’s vision.

Our Theory of Change

Our theory of change frames our efforts 
at providing disadvantaged young people 
the opportunity to refuse a lifestyle of 
delinquency and welfare dependency. 
By focusing on the development of 
young people, their families and their 
neighbourhood, we create the conditions 
for “villages” that raise their children well.  
 
Our Target Group

Children, youths and their caregivers from 
households with a gross income of $1900 
or less or with a per capita income of $650. 
These families are from the bottom 10% 
of the resident population and generally 
live in public rental housing. We estimate 
that there are about 50,000 young people 
below 20 years old from these families.

It is in our experience that many from this 
population segment have a long history 
of hardship in their family. The challenges 
they face include the inability to meet 
basic household expenses, poor health, 
chronic addictions and conflicts with 
authority, family members and friends. 

However, these people are resilient, and 
they have dreams and aspirations. With 
appropriate support from the community, 
many move beyond their unfortunate 
circumstances.

Measuring Programme Impact 

We take a long-term view of our work and 
keep in touch with our young people until 
they are 25 years old. The intended impact 
is that at 25, they will be responsible 
citizens who are not troubled by the social 
and economic problems they had when 
we first met them. 

Impact studies on the well-being of young 
people who have left our programmes 
and the effectiveness of our programmes 
are ongoing and results are shared 
on www.beyondresearch.sg. So far, a 
retrospective study on the well-being 
of past programme participants and 
a dip-stick study conducted in 2015, 
revealed positive outcomes. An impact 
study conducted during the period 
November 2016 to November 2017 by an 
independent research house concluded 
that youths were able to better handle 
conflict in their families while adults felt 
better about their overall life situation.
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Nurturing Villages That Raise Their Children Well 
Theory of Change: 3 Key Strategic Thrusts

Employment, 
Financial independence

Children from disadvantaged
backgrounds have the opportunity

to refuse a life of delinquency &
welfare dependency
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We will be respectful to children under our care even 
those those who have not yet learnt to behave 

respectfully and impress on them that they in turn 
have to be responsible for their behaviours.



Community Development 
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Response to 
COVID-19

COVID-19 challenged us to constantly 
adapt our operations, reflect and learn, 
and to collaborate. These were the steps 
we took to remain relevant:

• We reflected on how our work may 
remain relevant during the pandemic.

• We reckoned that our existing practice 
of developing communities from the 
“inside-out” with resources from the 
“outside-in” would position us well as 
a conduit for resources to those badly 
hit by the pandemic.

• We reorganised ourselves to provide 
essential assistance with food, finances, 
digital access, and employment. We 
also provided masks, sanitisers, and 
other household sundries.

• We adopted the post-catastrophe 
stages of work, namely Response, 
Recovery, Rebuilding as a guiding 
continuum of our efforts. 

• We leveraged on established practices, 
the goodwill among neighbours and 
informal leaders to provide mutual 
help, care, and support within their 

In hindsight, we realised that we 
were able to respond because we 
were consciously “Alert, Assuring 

and Adaptable.” 

~



neighbourhoods. This strengthened 
community resilience.

• We approached our friends and 
partners from larger Singapore society 
and facilitated the transfer of their 
gifts and resources to those badly hit 
by the pandemic.  

• We pooled resources with other 
voluntary welfare organisations and 
ground-up initiatives to reach more 
who needed assistance and resources.

• We kept our supporters informed of 
our progress.

• We checked-in with our team regularly 
to ensure that teammates were coping 
well with the immense workload.

• We held a space for people to stand 
together in solidarity.

Creating a Safety Net
When news of a SARS-CoV-2 emerged, 
we were immediately worried how the 
families in our membership would be 
affected. Although it was in 2003, the 
memory of SARS in Singapore was vivid 
as we remembered how our programmes 
and events were disrupted and how it was 
a period of immense fear for personal 
safety and that of loved ones. There was 
also much anxiety about livelihood as the 
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Our COVID-19 Response Eorts

7 February

21 February

12 March

24 March

7 April

When the DORSCON level was raised to 
Orange, 42 WhatsApp groups were 
created. reaching some 580 people 

across di�erent neighbourhoods to serve 
as communication channels for those 

needing help.

This encouraged mutual support among 
neighbours and provided accurate 

COVID-19 information.

We launched the COVID-19 Family Assis-
tance Fund in anticipation of disruptions 
to employment and the resulting inability 
to meet care-giving responsibilities 
among families.

After 14 days, $3000 was disbursed to 40 
families to assist with food, transport and 
medical expenses.

In a survey, 35% of our members were 
concerned about their jobs and 14% were 
worried about their finances.

When the World Health Organization 
(WHO) announced COVID-19 as a 

pandemic, we sensed an increased 
anxiety among our members. Apart from 

health risks, they were also concerned 
about job security and the ability to 

support their families.

A workshop we conducted on skills 
upgrading and employment-related 

resources was oversubscribed. In response to the government directive 
for gatherings to be limited to 10 persons, 
our volunteers began transferring our 
learning programs online.

We also requested for the donation of 
preloved laptops to facilitate e-learning.

In the same week, we trained 31 of our 
members to help identify and refer fami-
lies within their neighbourhoods to our 
COVID-19 Family Assistance Fund.

Since the circuit breaker started, we 
contacted over 600 families in April alone 
and continued to reach more every week.

 
Some families requested for financial 
assistance, some food, and others for 

technological support to help their children 
continue with home-based learning.

 
Thus we reorganised ourselves into 4 

essential services: finance, food, 
connectivity and employment.

$



by the child protection services were 
allowed to attend school. There were only 
9 children in school and so, study packs 
that facilitated home-based learning were 
provided for those who could not come. 
When caregivers could not pick up the 
materials, we delivered them. We did not 
implement online learning as many homes 
did not have internet connectivity or the 
necessary digital devices that enabled 
participation. 

Communication with the children’s 
caregivers was mainly via the Little Lives 
app as well as other short messaging 
platforms. Teachers were scheduled to 
check-in with families regularly and all 
those who experienced a drop in income 
were assisted with food and funds. Where 
needed, they were linked to relevant social 
services but importantly, it was a listening 
ear that comforted. In the classroom, we 
explained to the children that people had 
to stay at home to protect themselves and 
their families from getting seriously sick, 
and that is why they may see their parents 
more often at home.

Without volunteers and school trips that 
were sponsored by well-wishers, the 
atmosphere was a little subdued. Children 
were trained to adhere to safe-distancing 
rules, mask wearing and hygiene practices. 
For an age group that learns best through 
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economy was battered. The first case 
then was detected in February and during 
the April-June quarter, the economy 
contracted sharply by 4.2 percent year-
on-year. 

As such, we remained alert of the evolving 
situation and set out to be an assuring 
presence for our members. We set up 
communication channels to our members 
to pass on accurate information and to 
offer practical assistance. Fortuitously, our 
efforts also braced them for the challenges 
ahead. Thus, when we called upon our 
members to assist us with recovery efforts, 
they were activated promptly.

From the onset, we knew that our work 
had to change but we were not exactly 
sure how. As we responded instinctively to 
our experiences on the ground, we began 
laying out a safety net. When the circuit 
breaker was announced, our safety net 
comprised the provision of food, funds, 
digital access, and employment.

Our response to the early news of 
COVID-19, was to determine how we 
could be relevant to our members and 
this led us to establish a safety net. In 
hindsight, we realised that we were able 
to do so because we were consciously 
Alert, Assuring and Adaptable. 

Healthy Start Child 
Development Centre - An 
Essential Service
Position Statement 

We provide an early childhood 
programme for children below 6 years 
old whose developmental and learning 
needs have been hindered by their social 
disadvantages. These children should 
leave our programme ready for primary 
school and our Centre should serve as a 
focal point that encourages the value of 
education as well as a culture of learning 
among the families of our children 
and within the neighbourhoods where 
they live. We will do this by providing a 
quality environment and a pre-school 
curriculum that nurtures children’s growth 
emotionally, socially, cognitively, and 
physically. We will also be a warm and 
welcoming place that actively involves 
parents and caregivers to take an active 
interest in their children’s education.

Responding to the COVID-19 Situation

Our early childhood education centre was 
an essential service that remained open 
throughout the year. During the circuit 
breaker, only the children of essential 
workers and those deemed to be at risk 



play and interacting with people and new 
experiences, the situation was not ideal. 
Nonetheless, it was heartening to see 
most of the children adapting to the new 
routines and experiencing some joy each 
day.

Key Results 

As a child development centre dedicated 
to children from less advantaged 
backgrounds, we monitor our efforts at 
being inclusive, honouring parents as 
children’s first educators, neutralising 
factors that hinder learning and providing 
opportunities for development that 
children from advantaged backgrounds 
are more likely to enjoy. 

To keep us on track, we monitor the 
muster, overall attendance and the school 
readiness of the graduating class, home 
school partnership efforts and wider 
community support. We also ensure that 
the centre meets regulatory standards 
and is operating optimally.  

a. Muster 

As children from disadvantaged 
backgrounds are known to experience 
difficulties enrolling in an early childhood 
education programme, we want to ensure 
that our facility which is dedicated to 
them is optimised. We have an approved 
muster of 63 children at any one time and 
not all children complete a full year.  

We served a total of 56 infants and 
preschoolers. This is a utilisation rate of 
88.8%.  

2020 2019 2018

88.8% (56 
children)

98.4% (62 
children)

106% (67 
children)

 
Safe management practices such as 
split teams and the ban on volunteers 
strained the availability of teachers. Thus, 
enrolment of students was hindered.

b. Attendance

School attendance is monitored as it is 
linked closely to school performance. We 
tackle non-attendance through increased 
family engagement and shared problem-
solving approaches.

Attendance dropped to 54.2% as 
compared to 66% last year, largely due to 
COVD-19 safe management advisories.  
Children living in a household where a 
member was taken ill, did not attend 
school. Those with upper respiratory 
symptoms were also mandated to rest at 
home for at least 5 days.

Average Attendance at HSCDC

2020 54%

2019 66%

2018 68%

During these difficult times, our experience 
of community was through the many  
gifts of funds, milk, art materials and such 
that our friends continued to send over. 
Though they were not allowed to visit, we 
experienced their presence strongly which 
reminded us that we must continue to 
ensure that our school remains a valuable 
community resource worth safeguarding. 
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c. School Readiness of the Graduating 
Class 

The progress of the graduating class of 
10 students appeared to be affected by 
a disrupted school year compared to the 
previous year’s cohort across all domains 
of the curriculum. 50% need more support 
to strengthen their language, literacy and 
numeracy skills. 

 2020 
(n=10)

2019 
(n=11)

2018 
(n=10)

Mastering 40% 91% 50%

Competent 10% 50%

Progressing 50% 9 %  

 
We have referred them to academic  
support programmes to ensure  
that they cope well during their first year 
of formal education.

Domains of assessment 

d.  Home-School Partnership

A community worker works closely with 
the Principal to develop a culture where 
teachers, volunteers and parents work 
closely for the success of the children and 
the school as a whole.  Ideally, this would 
mean that parents’ voices are included and 
considered increasingly across different 
areas of decision making but for now, 
“home-school partnership” is manifested 
in the volunteering efforts and the level of 
involvement in the activities of the school. 

We were in touch with 41 families but as 
volunteers were not allowed, home-school 
partnership efforts focussed on supporting 
families to maintain a sense of normality 
in the face of the pandemic.  Assistance 
with food, funds, employment, and digital 
access enabled family functioning and it 
was pleasing to note that caregivers made 
use of the learning resources we sent to 
their homes.  An online talk on managing 
children’s transition to primary school was 
also well attended by caregivers of the 
graduating class.

e. Wider Community Support

As mentioned, we received much goodwill 
from our friends. One continued source 
of support that was much appreciated by 
our families was the matching grants for 
our savings programme. 

f. The Community Tabung 

All children who were eligible for a Child 
Development Account (CDA) signed up 
for this savings programme. Due to the 
safe distancing measures parents and 
children were unable to participate in the 
Tabung Counting Day. Nonetheless, the 
matching grants from donors continued 
and as of 31 December, each child had an 
increase of $670.62 in their CDA account.   
 
g. Operations

We followed the advisories issued by the 
Early Childhood Development Agency 
closely. These covered health, enhanced 
hygiene measures, staff/children/visitor 
screening, temperature checks, travel 
declarations and the minimisation of 
interaction among people. We also 
reorganised our facility to comply with 
safe distancing requirements.



Recovery 
Efforts

Providing Essential Services
Activating Action and Accepting Amity   

The impact of the partial lockdown known 
as the circuit-breaker was felt swiftly by low-
income families as well as those who lost their 
jobs or had their income drastically reduced. 
As all non-essential workplaces closed from 
7 April, and schools transitioned to home-
based learning from 8 April, having all family 
members at home all day was extremely 
difficult for families especially those with 
children and older relatives living in 1 and 2 
room public rental housing flats.

Caregivers who were essential service 
workers were worried that they may bring 
the virus home and stay-home parents 
found themselves having the unenviable 
task of supervising home-based learning and 
rationing the usage of computers and other 
digital devices. Moreover, apart from their 
mobile phone, most did not have laptops or 
tablets and when they eventually received 
pre-loved ones, they were concerned about 
the escalating cost of internet connectivity. 

Deep engagement, cooperation 
with others and abundance of 

trust within the Singapore  
community. 

~



Having more people at home most of the 
day also meant having more mouths to 
feed and the cost of food for the children 
at school is way more affordable than 
that from elsewhere. The increased cost 
of food, utilities and internet connectivity 
strained family budgets that were already 
insufficient in the first place. 

It was an anxiety filled period as the 
loss of income, the unpreparedness for 
home-based learning, crowded living 
conditions, the scarcity of staple food at 
supermarkets and the stress of complying 
to new behaviours to protect oneself, 
family and friends from a life-threatening 
virus converged. Hence, addressing the 
need for food, funds, digital access, and 
employment prevented their challenging 
situation from spiralling. It demonstrated 
to these families that their challenges 
were not unnoticed. It provided hope that 
they could get back on their feet when 
daily living regained a sense of normality.

Two factors contributed profoundly to 
the sense of assurance and hope that 
was experienced. One was the active 
voluntarism and mutual help among these 
affected. With the movement of service 
providers into neighbourhoods restricted, 
residents activated their neighbours and 
friends to deliver the essentials that were 
dropped off.  Their self-organising efforts 
brought about a sense of self-belief 

and optimism that with hard work and 
cooperation, they could overcome their 
difficulties.

The other factor was the very visible 
support from the government and the 
Singapore community at large. The timely 
government budget supplements, the 
generosity of corporations and individuals 
and the efforts of both formal and informal 
ground-up initiatives intertwined into a 
reassuring safety net.

In sum, there was a collective effort 
across society, and we pulled together 
the self-organising abilities within low-
income neighbourhoods, the resources 
of corporations and a broad-base 
of individuals, and the goodwill and 
expertise of ground-up initiatives to 
impress on those badly hit that recovery 
from a difficult period is not beyond them.

Financial Assistance

The COVID-19 Family Assistance Fund 
was launched in March after our outreach 
efforts in February gave us a sense that low-
income families will be severely affected 
by the pandemic. A team comprising 
of volunteers, interns, members of the 
community and the staff systematically 
reached out to our membership database 
and responded with assistance of $300 
to $500 for a period of 3 months to 6 
months for those who had lost their 

jobs, had their working hours reduced, 
or had been put on no-pay leave. Large 
families and those with challenging 
circumstances were helped up to $800 
per month on a case-by-case basis. 
 
Outreach Efforts

a. Connecting with Our Registered 
Members 

Phone calls, text messages and an online 
application form were the means to 
reach those affected quickly. We also 
encouraged our members to recommend 
their neighbours and friends.

b. Collaborating with Other Service 
Providers, Support Groups and 
Ground-Up Initiatives

We familiarised others with the application 
and assessment process and they reached 
out to their members. A major effort in 
this respect was Mind the Gap (MTG), 
a collaboration with 7 other groups we 
helped to facilitate.

In April, when the circuit breaker began, 
there was overwhelming support for 
our COVID-19 Family Assistance Fund 
and on 19 April 2020, The Straits Times 
published “Families Scraping by in 
tougher spot now” highlighting how 
the COVID-19 pandemic is pushing low-
income households to the brink.   
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COVID-19

Over 100 readers contacted the Straits Times within the day, 
expressing a desire to donate cash, items, or offer employment 
opportunities to the individuals profiled in the article. In order 
not to overwhelm those few households, as well as to ensure 
that the funds reached other families in need, the MTG was 
created. 

A total of 12 agencies were featured in the Sunday Times 
article and 8 eventually decided to be a part of this initiative. 
All agencies agreed for Beyond to be the fund disbursement 
agency, and the collective agreed to follow Beyond’s 
disbursement guidelines. 

We agreed to administer the MTG Funds with a view that the 
partnership enables more families to be helped. We believed 
that at a time like that, it was about meeting needs and the 
sensible thing to do was to pool resources to get more done. 
Inclusive of offline donations, this campaign raised $1,129,257.    

Our partners in the MTG campaign were the Association of 
Women for Action and Research (AWARE), A Good Space Co-
operative Limited, The Cassia Resettlement Team, Methodist 
Welfare Services, Reach Community Services Society, Readable 
Limited and 6th Sense Limited. 

More about the MTG initiative is here as published by Social 
Science Research Centre (SSR) NUS.

This partnership provided the template for cooperation with 
others namely Babes Pregnancy Crisis Support Limited, Care 
Corner Queenstown, Narcotics Anonymous, Project Hills and 
the Singapore General Hospital.  

Our MTG partners also collaborated with other social service 
agencies and community organisations. For COVID-19 financial 
support, we were part of a strong collective of 32 organisations 
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$818,740
1,555 families
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and deployment of volunteers living in 
different neighbourhoods was strongly 
discouraged.

Hence, we strengthened our processes 
to meet safety guidelines and activated 
residents to render the last-mile delivery 
needed. We were much heartened as 
residents self-organised and supported 
us closely as we arranged for food to be 
dropped off at their neighbourhoods. 
Apart from ensuring that all gifts were duly 
accounted for, they provided important 
feedback for us to adapt our efforts 
and our ongoing endeavour to facilitate 
respectful giving and empowerment 
among individuals, families, and within 
the community.  

Respecting Religious and Cultural 
Sensitivities

While there were numerous offers of 
cooked food, we had to be mindful of 
religious and cultural sensitivities and 
ensure that the meals that arrived were 
acceptable to recipients. We endeavoured 
to explain and verify where the food 
was sourced and for those who refused, 
we made sure we put them on the list 
to receive uncooked food rations and 
shopping vouchers.

The experience was humbling as we learnt 

working in a decentralised fashion but 
centralised by the common purpose of 
supporting those whose income had been 
driven away by the pandemic.

Going Forward  

It was most heartening that Singapore 
responded with much compassion to 
those badly hit by COVID-19 and we were 
much humbled by the trust donors placed 
on us to care for them.  As we supported 
these families, the importance of being in 
work that afforded stronger employment 
protection was evident. Going forward, 
we will journey with these families to 
confront the precarity of their work, main 
source of income, and to explore ways 
they can achieve income stability.

Food Support

What We Learnt and How We Adapted

Food distribution exercises have always 
been jovial community events where 
volunteers from different backgrounds 
interacted with each other and our 
members. They were not always very 
efficient from a labour usage point of 
view as they were meant to be an easy 
volunteering opportunity for one to join. 
As long as there was enough work to 
do, it was always “the more the merrier” 
when recruiting volunteers. The pandemic 

changed this, and we had to be as efficient 
as possible with the maximum number 
of 10 persons allowed per exercise. 
Moreover, to reduce the possibility 
of virus transmission, the recruitment 
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realised that rotating the type of meals 
across the different localities to avoid 
monotony was the respectful thing to do.   

Moving Ahead

Food being a primary need puts its givers 
at risk of perpetuating the disrespectful 
notion that “beggars are not choosers.” 
In many ways, food is not just about 
sustenance but about identity, self-
reliance, and familial ties. Perhaps, it is one 
reason why we did not have much difficulty 
activating residents to self-organise as 
the context of food distribution is one 
that nourishes not just their body but 
their spirit and relationships within their 
community.

As we move ahead, we should offer 
potential donors the perspective that 
their contribution can trigger profound 
benefits to the community if we work 
closely with its intended recipients guided 
by the principles of respectful giving and 
empowerment.  

Providing Digital Access

The COVID-19 pandemic shifted 
everyday life toward a huge dependency 
on the digital realm; whether it was for 
work, school, applications for assistance, 
or to receive updates as the situation 
developed. When schools shifted to home-

based online learning, the reality of the 
digital divide based on socio-economic 
lines was made clear. More than 50% of 
households living in government rental 
flats lack internet access or a personal 
computer, presenting real barriers for 
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that donated food often does not go well 
with recipients as they are not used to the 
way it has been prepared. Nonetheless, for 
fear of appearing ungrateful and getting 
blacklisted for further assistance, they do 
not give feedback. Hence, we explained 
this to potential donors and started 
securing food rations and supermarket 
vouchers for families.

The Empowering Experience of Cooking 
and Shopping

The pandemic kept many breadwinners 
at home and several expressed that 
attending to the basic needs of their 
family reduced their anxiety and worries. 
It also gave them purpose, pride, and 
the comfort of family routines. Thus, we 
were glad to know that our gifts met 
basic needs, encouraged affective family 
experiences, and empowered caregivers.

Avoiding Monotony 

The cooked food packs brought some 
comfort to families who were anxious 
about their family budget. Also, being 
ready to eat, they provided caregivers 
who prepared meals some respite from 
kitchen duties that got heavier with more 
people at home.  We delivered such meals 
at least twice a week and daily to some 
neighbourhoods during Ramadan, the 
fasting month for Muslims. Thus, we soon 



many low-income students in accessing 
their online education, as mentioned in 
this article.

As such, our gentle unhurried efforts to 
introduce SMART solutions among our 
members was thrusted into the forefront 
with much urgency. A Bridge the Digital 
Divide Fund (BDD) that was set up in 
2019 to support our initiatives for digital 
inclusion was fortuitously useful for 
directing goodwill into digital access for 
low-income families.  

Connecting a Community for 
Connectivity 

A significant factor in the progress of our 
efforts was the relationships we had with 
businesses, educational institutions, non-
profit organisations and volunteers with IT 
and other relevant skills. Volunteers were 
part of our coordinating team and they 
provided subject matter expertise, liaised 
with stakeholders when such expertise was 
needed and availed us to their network of 
resources. For instance, Xpointo Media 
linked us to their associate and corporate 
social responsibility partner, PC Dreams 
who provided pro-bono laptop repair and 
refurbishment services and the Changi 
Airport Group helped us secure the loan 
of portable Wi-Fi dongles from Changi 
Travel Services.  

Connectivity was Created by a 
Community
We responded instinctively to the need 
for digital devices and Wi-Fi when home-
based learning was announced. However, 
we soon discovered that supplying them 
alone did not equate to digital access. 
We had to manage a supply chain that 
holistically supported the adoption of 
digital skills and habits among both the 
young and old within families.  

Procurement of devices was not just 
securing pre-owned devices from 
educational institutions such as United 
World College and a host of other 
individuals and corporations like Lenovo. 
We were also fortunate to be able to 
procure brand-new devices as well as 
Wi-Fi and accessories with funds from 
Metro Holdings, Bloomberg and UBS. M1  
Limited, a long-time CSR partner, 
facilitated matters as our main internet 
service provider. They also donated 
vouchers for the purchase of digital devices 
from their retail shops. Last but not least, 
an important aspect of procurement was 
facilitating participation in digital access 
programmes by the government. These 
included the Home Access and NEU PC 
Plus Programmes which provide subsidised 
devices and broadband connectivity for 
low-income families as well as the Seniors 

Go Digital learning programme.

As mentioned earlier, PC Dreams’ pro-
bono refurbishment and repair service 
was critical and we also had the support 
of Engineering Good, a charity whose 
volunteers offered similar assistance. For 
last-mile deliveries, transport companies 
like Lalamove and Geolin Boltz stepped 
forward.

After delivery, instructions for setting-up 
and usage were often needed and a team 
of volunteers from the National Institute of 
Education put together a troubleshooting 
guide and manned a helpline. The guide 
was also useful for our learning programme 
volunteers who moved all activities online. 

Online engagement of our children and 
youth did not simply mirror one-on-one 
face-to-face guidance. Many children 
found it difficult to focus and volunteers 
reported that their attention span was 
shorter than usual. Hence, volunteers 
Dr Roberto de Roock and Sasha Raj 
Lawrence created a guide for engaging 
children in online learning with elements 
of gamified activities within a humanised 
teaching approach that proved to be a 
useful training guide for our volunteers.

Finally, one initiative that was planned 
for in 2019 but only implemented when 
the circuit breaker ended, turned out to 
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be a timely resource. In collaboration 
with Hope Collective of the Kebun Bahru 
Community Club, we set up free Wi-Fi 
access at the void decks at Blk 245 Kebun 
Bahru to serve 300 households.

In hindsight, a digital transformation of 
our work and among our members is a 
multi-faceted endeavour that requires 
much will and a wide collective effort of 
like-minded collaborators. In the year 
ahead, with funds from UBS, we will 
attempt to co-create and implement a 
theory of change for a culture of online 
learning with children, youth, families, 
and other stakeholders in the low-income 
neighbourhoods we engage in.

Going Forward

One important learning was that 
facilitating digital adoption had to be 
a whole-of-neighbourhood effort. To 
minimise the discouraging effect of 
spill-over resistance from those who 
feel excluded or marginalised, it was 
necessary to include everyone from 
the get-go. Hence, at the Kebun Bahru 
blocks where we provided free Wi-Fi, 
volunteers identified older persons who 
were keen to learn digital skills and linked 
them to government appointed digital 
ambassadors for training and obtaining 
subsidised devices. These volunteers were 

were overwhelming at times during the 
circuit breaker, but as we persevered 
to engage those seeking help, we 
realised that the emotional support we 
provided was valuable. Whether one 

young people and we recognised the 
needs of older persons as an opportunity 
to further social integration within the 
neighbourhood.

The COVID-19 pandemic has surfaced 
the depth of importance that digital 
connection has. The digital divide is a 
more unseen form of inequality compared 
to food, finance, and housing, but it is just 
as important considering the material 
consequences it bears for families in 
terms of access to education, jobs, and 
social connection. As Singapore aims to 
build a Smart Nation that increasingly 
depends on digital technology and 
innovation, it is important to ensure that 
low-income communities are included 
in the building of this dream. As long as 
cost remains prohibitive when it comes 
to accessibility of digital devices and 
connection, the digital divide will remain, 
adding another layer to the experience 
of poverty and another hurdle that low-
income individuals have to cross.

Digital inclusion is social inclusion and 
needs to continue to be a key 
part of our work. 

Employment Assistance

The Journey was the Work 

Requests for assistance with employment 
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was eventually employed was beyond 
our control but as we continued to help 
concretely with online job applications, 
resume creation, and the sharing of job 
opportunities and resources, we were a 
source of comfort and encouragement. 
Many told us that they were pleasantly 
surprised that someone called to check-
in on them, and they were reassured 
that there was a number they could 
reach if their employment situation did 
not improve. Many a time, we simply 
listened quietly to their disappointments 
and frustrations as potential employers 
hardly returned calls.

Most of the jobs that we were initially 
made aware of were related to the 
implementation of COVID-19 safe-
management practices. These included 
temperature screeners, cleaners, safe-
distancing ambassadors, and dormitory 
supervisors. They were front-facing jobs 
and many who had older persons living 
with them were reluctant to take them 
on for fear of infecting family members 
who would likely succumb to the virus if 
infected.

Hence, to widen the range of jobs, we 
proactively followed up with advertisers 
and often, we reached an employment 
agency. For those who agreed to meet us, 
we enquired about available jobs other 
than those advertised. In the process we 

formed a network of potential employers 
who were sympathetic to our work. 

The difficult employment climate was not 
lost on the youths we engaged. While they 
would generally be more concerned with 
their social and recreational interests, 
they started voicing their anxieties about 
their employment prospects. Those 
who earned some income as casual 
workers in the event management and 
tourism sectors lost their jobs and those 
who delivered food found it extremely 
competitive. Most of the youths were 
still pursuing their studies, but their part-
time work contributed to their family 
budget and the pandemic was a wake-
up call to an employment climate that 
will get increasingly difficult for them.  

This led to Youth Want Work, which 
began as a social media project to share 
employment-related opportunities with 
youths in our community. However, as the 
reality of a hostile employment climate 
hit home, the youth involved requested 
for workshops to hone necessary skill sets 
that put them in a better stead to join the 
workforce. The workshops introduced 
included workplace etiquette, resume 
writing and basic digital literacy. 
The pandemic required us to devote our 
resources to employment placement, 
training, employer networking and 
concrete and emotional assistance. 

While this would have been aspects of 
our work in a regular year, we would not 
have been able to provide the intensity 
of intervention needed without the help 
of interns and volunteers. In a crisis, the 
community is a critical resource that 
provides stability and hope.
When our seasonal baking projects 
were disallowed for safety reasons, the 
women involved were down hearted 
as an anticipated source for income 
was slashed. Thankfully with the help 
of Artelier Furnishing and Aratamete 
Interiors, 6 women pivoted to the sewing 
of reusable face masks where 100% of 
the proceeds went to them. The initial 
project grew from strength to strength 
and at the end of the year, the total 
revenue that was proportionately shared 
amounted to $24,573.
Sew Can We was the name of a dormant 
project we were able to reactivate 
because of the generous support from 
the community. What was particularly 
satisfying was how all involved subscribed 
to cooperative principles and processes 
that were introduced to impress on them 
the values of mutuality and the shared 
responsibility for the collective wellbeing 
of every member of the project.

Moving Forward
We will continue to introduce training 
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and employment resources for youth and 
link them to volunteer mentors who will 
provide guidance and social capital that 
increases their chances of employment. 
Importantly, just as how we responded 
to their voices of anxiety, youth must 
continue to have a say on how Youth Want 
Work can be strengthened as a valuable 
resource in the community for them. By 
actively co-creating solutions for their 
challenges, they will also be developing 
the resilience needed for sustainable 
work.

As for the adults, should the challenging 
employment climate ease off, we will focus 
on rallying the community to support the 
income generation projects of those who 
are unable to work full-time because of 
caregiving responsibilities, health, and 
other reasons. We will also strengthen 
the application of cooperative processes 
and principles in the execution of income 
generation projects, as regardless of 
revenue success, our efforts must be 
rooted in the concern for the community.

Concluding Remarks
Solidarity - The Foundation for Recovery

We were able to operationalise our 
recovery efforts promptly only because 
the Singapore community responded to 
the pandemic by standing together in 

solidarity. Donations to our COVID-19 
Family Assistance Fund were prompt and 
many individuals, corporations, as well as 
formal and informal groups set up online 
fundraising appeals in support of this fund. 
The Mind the Gap Campaign was one 
such significant initiative. Although we 
cannot quantify the number, many would 
have contributed their $600 support 
from the government’s supplementary 
Solidarity Budget. In all, donations toward 
the provision of financial assistance, food 
and household essentials, digital access 
and education amounted to $6,863,283. 

There were also numerous donations 
of essential items such as face masks, 
sanitisers, toiletries, detergent, and 
digital devices. Occasionally, there were 
also donations that were seemingly 
“non-essential” such as festive treats, 
confectionery and toys. Nonetheless, 
the gifts were well received, and we are 
glad we accepted and distributed them 
because in times of difficulty, a sense 
of normality and a smile on the face are 
indeed essential.

High Trust, Low Barrier and Good 
Enough Governance

We are humbled that the Singapore 
community trusted us as a conduit for 
their goodwill. In a crisis, judgement calls, 
prompt decision-making, adaptive actions 

and importantly, the lowering of barriers 
for access to assistance are needed for 
efficient and responsive operations. All 
these would not be possible without 
mutual trust among all stakeholders. Of 
course, to safeguard this precious trust, 
good enough governance is critical. This is 
governance that safeguards integrity and 
enforces accountability in a manner that 
is practical and does not raise barriers to 
assistance or discourages those offering 
it. 

The Cornerstone for a Coordinated 
Network of Care is Trust

It was most heartening to see how 
our recovery efforts encouraged a 
coordinated network of care comprising 
individuals and groups with no prior 
working relationship. People exercised 
much initiative and contributed their 
resources and talents generously simply to 
make things better for another person and 
the collective good. The online teaching 
manual and the trouble shooting guide 
for internet connection at home were 
such spontaneous but valuable initiatives.

Corporations and foundations leaned on 
our knowledge of the community and 
shared their resources. In neighbourhoods, 
several circles of care among neighbours 
who previously did not socialize with each 
other were formed. Such mutual support 
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was enabled by WhatsApp and Telegram 
chat groups. Residents who lost their jobs 
or had to stop work, stepped forward 
readily to help out with the distribution 
of food and other essentials as well as 
looking out for older persons and other 
vulnerable neighbours.

We experienced and witnessed much 
deep engagement and cooperation with 
others as we went about our work and 
feel very blessed by the abundance of 
trust within the Singapore community. 
Without which, we would not have made 
much progress in our recovery efforts.

Recovery - A Context for Deepening 
Community Competencies

Early in the pandemic we secured funds 
to safeguard family functioning and to 
enable retraining for employability. We 
wanted to intervene early to prevent the 
situation from spiraling and we wanted 
to involve these families in the decision-
making process on how assistance should 
be provided. We felt that this would 
facilitate mutual support networks and 
social cohesion within neighbourhoods. 
Hence, we discussed with representatives 
from each neighbourhood on how to 
identify and assist those most in need 
We also trained them on accountability 
processes in the disbursement of funds 
and other resources. 

When the situation escalated, these 
neighbourhood representatives were a 
key part of our different teams overseeing 
the different essential services. They 
continued to engage our members and 
to encourage a climate where feedback 
and opinions are valued. This is a climate 
that encourages people to move beyond 
being passive recipients of welfare and 
because they are beneficiaries, believe 
they are well placed to inform the design 
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“The money really helped us 
ease our burden. We actually 
worry about groceries and 
topping up our Pay As You Use 
(PAYU) for electricity. So, the 
money donated to us really 
came in handy for us. Especially 
during this times, when the kids 
are at home. Usage of electricity 
increases, and we need to top 
up extra for the PAYU as well.  
We are indeed grateful that we 
received help at this moment.”    

~ 

From a Family of 2 Adults 
and 4 Children about 

COVID-19 FAF

of programmes that support them. 

We believe that the shared experience of 
the pandemic has germinated the seeds 
of shared decision making somewhat 
and we look forward to it being a bigger 
aspect of our work going forward.



Rebuilding with 
the Community

Rebuilding is Not Returning  
to a Pre-COVID-19 Situation
During the circuit breaker, the essential 
services of food, finances, internet 
connectivity, and employment support 
proved to be an important safety net 
that gave people hope and optimism 
that the difficulties will pass, and they 
will recover. However, we also observed 
how challenges surrounding food and 
finances, digital access and employment 
placed a heavy burden on the wellbeing 
of families. 

As such, for a recovery that is sustainable, 
we cannot just return families to their fragile 
circumstances. We need to help them 
gain an awareness and understanding of 
their insecurity around income, worker 
protection, food, digital access, and 
housing.  We must hold a space for them 
to take the precarious nature of their 
situation seriously and to explore choices 
and actions that   bring forth more stability 
for their families. Where needed, we must 

Recognising that insecurity  
experienced by our families can 

only be reduced if change  
happens at the structural,  

community, and personal levels. 

~



help them articulate their challenges with 
a view of facilitating policies that support 
their progress.

Thus, “Rebuilding” is recognising that the 
insecurity experienced by our families can 
only be reduced in sustainable fashion 
if change happens at the structural, 
community, and personal levels. Going 
forward, we envision 3 thrusts in our 
rebuilding efforts.

Strategic Thrust for 
Rebuilding
1.  Social Research – a Lever for 
Structural Change

The neighbourhoods we serve are in the 
bottom end of the income and wealth 
ladder, and inequalities were exacerbated 
because of COVID-19. 

There are several factors for this 
devastation. Breadwinners are dominantly 
working in the gig economy and the low-
wage end of the service sector which are 
precarious because they receive little 
employment protection. Our COVID-19 
impact study “Mind The Chasm: 
COVID-19 & Deepening Inequalities in 
Singapore” elaborates on their precarity 
but importantly, the sharing of such 
findings with our sector regulator and 
other relevant government offices will be  

important feedback because assistance 
schemes can be tweaked if needed and 
in the longer run, social policy too. We 
also envision that such findings shared 
with our peers in the social sector will 
contribute toward a more coordinated 
network of care that improves the help-
seeking experience of our families.

We will continue to deepen our 
understanding of the insecurities 
experienced by our members and offer 
our findings to facilitate discourse among 
policy makers and practitioners with a 
view that structural issues that affect our 
members will be addressed.

2.  Competent Communities

Often, low-income communities are 
depicted as people weighed down by 
unfortunate circumstances or personal 
challenges. Poverty and other insecurities 
are individualised with little regard for the 
structural issues that maintain their low-
socio-economic status. At times, they are 
also described as being less capable and 
require much assistance because they 
cannot or do not want to help themselves. 
This is incorrect as our experience in such 
communities repeatedly show us that they 
are constantly working at improving their 
own situation and are generous in helping 
others. Hence, we need to correct the 
false narrative of “helpless low-income 

communities” and replace it with that 
of “competent communities.” This we 
believe will go some way in funnelling 
funds and other resources that enable 
these communities to have agency in 
leading the change they want to see for 
themselves.

This year, to honour the will of our 
community members and youth, we 
listened closely to what they were saying 
and created space and opportunities 
for them to come together to focus on 
different areas of their lives. As a result, 
rebuilding efforts where members 
exercised leadership began in areas of: 

• community connectedness where 
there is mutual aid and support

• building sustainable food sources 
and health competence in communities, 

• bridging and building competence 
in online learning for children.

On the next page are other key initiatives 
where members worked in partnership 
with us and were delegated an amount of 
decision-making autonomy. 

3.  Cultivating Confident Individuals  

Competent communities emerge when 
the sum of its parts is larger than the whole. 
Nonetheless, the impact of COVID-19 has 
surfaced or rather intensified the need 
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for new skills in our everyday life. Digital literacy is a case 
in point and a wedge that creates a social divide between 
digital natives and digital immigrants, many of whom cannot 
cross the digital border. COVID-19 is an evolving situation, 
and the accelerated and unpredictable changes are a source 
of stress that can overwhelm one’s mental, physical, and 
emotional wellbeing.

As such, a thrust of rebuilding must include nurturing 
individuals as confident learners, creative problem solvers 
and articulate self-advocates. It is not rugged individualism 
that we will encourage but sensible individuals who 
understand that they are more likely to succeed if they are 
also engaged with others in relationships of mutuality where 
they both give and receive support. It is envisioned that such 
a person will eventually gain the competence to assume 
the identity of a change agent for personal and community 
aspirations.

Concluding Remarks
As we initiate or create context for rebuilding efforts, aimed 
at reducing the insecurities experienced by low-income 
families, our recovery work will likely continue to some extent 
as we respond to an evolving situation. In any case there 
need not be a hard line between Recovery and Rebuilding 
as there is much overlapping work which, if removed, may 
be detrimental to the wellbeing of families.

In sum, we will move ahead in the service of people’s efforts 
to reduce their insecurity around income, worker protection, 
food, digital access, and housing. These will be efforts toward 
an understanding of structural impediments, championing 
competent communities and cultivating confident people.
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FY20’s budget expanded because of the 
funds that flowed through us to benefit 
those badly-hit by the pandemic. We had 
more funds that we ever had in our history, 
but it was not money for us to keep but to 
give away. As the pandemic is evolving, 
we envision that serving as a conduit for 
goodwill from the larger community to 
our members will continue somewhat. 
Nonetheless, we hope that welfare 
administration will not be the mainstay of 
our operations in 2021. 

Our Future Plans
On the next page is our Budget 2021 
which reflects the cost of our intended 
community development efforts in 
public rental neighbourhoods. We have 
no intention of expanding the work 
significantly and as a charity where more 
than 50% of our funding for operations 
come from the goodwill of the community, 
the growth of our work keeps pace with 
the support we receive.

Our Financial 
Commitments
Operating expenses minus designated 
welfare funds remain consistent and we 
anticipate that our sources of funding as 
described in Chapter 6 will not deviate 

Budget 2021
Preparing for the Year Ahead



Budget 2021 $

1. Income Government Funding 2,455,050 

  General Donation 2,100,000 

  Non Govt Grant 234,780 

  Care & Share grant 290,000 

  In-Kind Sponsorship -   

  Miscellaneous Income 66,110 

Income Total 5,145,940 

2. Expenditure Staff Costs 3,833,140 

Facilities Costs 390,330 

Programming Costs 359,920 

Other Operating Expenses 230,950 

In-Kind Sponsorship -

Depreciation 140,000 

Expenditure Total   4,954,340 

significantly. As in previous years, the 
sustainability of operations will be the 
central focus of our fundraising efforts. 
While we seek to increase our operating 
reserves, we are not raising funds to 
aggressively accumulate reserves or to 
meet significant capital expenditure or 
programmes that have been committed 
to without funding.

Concluding Remarks
As the pandemic persists, physical 
fundraising events will be unlikely. 
Nonetheless, our position on fundraising 
remains.

As an organisation that strives to inform 
society of the plight of the low-income, 
successful fund-raising is a partial 
indicator of society’s active interest and 
involvement. Hence, we strive to design 
our fundraising efforts as platforms for 
the communication of our cause, our work 
and why it is important. Fundraising is not 
just about sustaining the organisation 
financially but an opportunity to harness 
the goodwill of our society in caring for 
our vulnerable members. 

Auditor’s Report
Please click here to access the FY2020 
Auditor’s Report.
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Our Fundraising Calendar

Month Initiative

January Online Chinese New Year Campaign  

February
Online appeal to existing donors

March

April
Engage corporations to initiate online giving initiatives

May 

June Charity Auction

July Annual Appeal Letter

August Online National Day Appeal 

September
Online appeals in conjunction with UN’s Poverty Eradication Day

October

November
Online festive appeals

December
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Voices of the 
Community



“My children used to find it quite challenging to keep up 
with the pace of their classes and did not have any after-
school learning support. We got to know of the Whampoa 
LIFE programme through Beyond, but it stopped for a 
while because of the circuit breaker. Luckily, it continued 
online around June so my kids could continue to have 
help with their studies. I find it is a very good programme 
for them as it is homework support and revision 
but also with fun activities and keeps making them 
practice. The volunteers are all very good and patient. 

Not only are there improvements in my children 
academically but also in their attitude as they have 
become a little more hardworking than before. My son 
Aaron has improved a lot in his maths and I can see that 
he has learnt not to fear it as much and instead try to see 
it as English problems. He reads the questions slowly as 
English sentences and breaks it up slowly to answer it 
mathematically. He has become more analytical and has 
learnt many new English vocabulary and grammar usages.

At first it was difficult for my children to catch up with 
their schoolwork, especially when everything went 
online and it was hard for them to focus as they were 
not used to using the computer. Nowadays, I can see 
my children being more confident when they speak 
and are even spending more time in their studies.”

Nina
Community Member

“I joined  Sew Can We  because it can provide me 
with some money, but more importantly, it gives 
me a long-term skill I can use so that perhaps, I can 
sell things in the future. It is helpful for me to be 
able to ask the other mothers if I am unsure or do 
not know how to do something. Beyond has helped 
with what I needed like classes for sewing and 
baking and crafts. Of course, now I am still learning.

I love sewing,  my team leader  Yasmin was the  first 
person who taught me how to sew and gave me 
a lot of advice and instructions that have helped 
me very much. I’m happy being part of this 
project.  Beyond  also provided me with a machine 
so I am always able to practice with the cloth I buy 
from  Chinatown. Thanks to the skills I learned from 
Beyond, I  can  sell cookies and masks from home.

After I joined with Beyond I’m very happy, because I 
have a bit of money in my hand, I feel more confident, a 
little less stressed and I feel like I’m using my time well.”

Intan
Community Member & Seamstress, Sew Can We

Our Community 
Members



“I’m a single mother with 3 kids and also am an essential worker. 
In March, my younger children were served a quarantine order 
for 14 days as their form teacher tested positive for COVID-19. 
I was lost and confused as there was no official document 
instructing me to also be quarantined with my children. Should 
I report to work? What do I tell my employer?

This was when Noriko from Beyond called me. She advised me 
that as the main caregiver, it was best I stay home. To keep me 
on their payroll, my employer deducted all 12 days from my 
hospitalisation and medical leave, and it was only April. What if 
I needed the medical leave in future?

To survive the 14 days, Beyond provided my family with $200 
which I mostly used for groceries and other essential items. 
Maizy from Beyond regularly contacted me to ask me how I was 
coping and shared with me about the various schemes I can 
apply for, though the application process would take time with 
no guarantee I could get immediate aid. As a result, Beyond gave 
me an additional $300 to tide through the rest of March and I 
received the Family Assistance Fund for a few more months.

I am so thankful that Maizy and Noriko reached out to me before 
I even had to call them. I was so worried about losing my job I 
did not know what to do. When Noriko gave me a call, it was like 
a lifeline. We need to help one another to survive this period.”

“I have known Beyond for a long time, for about 8 years 
since my sons were still in secondary school. Now one 
of them is in University, and another serving his National 
Service. I was introduced to Sew Can We by Adrina, 
a community worker with the Whampoa team.

I was already sewing up at home so I thought it’s a good 
additional project for me, especially since it will give me 
extra income. At first, when Adrina told me about the 
project, I thought that it was on a voluntary basis. I did 
not realise that I would be paid for the work. The added 
income has helped a lot during the uncertainties of the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

I really enjoy spending time and interacting with the 
mothers in Sew Can We. My health issues have prevented 
me from going out to work, so I don’t usually get as much 
interaction. My health issues were why I took up sewing at 
home in the first place. Even though I can’t speak English 
and talk mainly in Mandarin, Adrina is present to help be 
my interpreter. I don’t know how long this project will last. 
Some able-bodied mothers have since left the project to 
take on other jobs, but I hope to be in Sew Can We for as 
long as I can.”

Suhaini
Community Member, Recipient of COVID-19 FAF Support

Madam Zhou
Community Member & Seamstress, Sew Can We



“I still had to put food on the table for my children 
and that is where Beyond was very helpful. I was 
part of the Table Food Project where we gave free 
cooked food to community members twice a day 
from March to September. We did quite a lot during 
COVID-19  and it helped my family, at least I can 
feed my children two meals a day. Being part of the 
project made me feel good because not only was I 
helping my family, I was also helping my community. 
It gave me a chance to be part of the community 
by doing something important for them, whether 
it was to give them food, vouchers or groceries.

When the community members see me giving back, 
they also help me. When they see the van coming up, 
everybody chips in to unload things from the lorry, 
even though we don’t know each other! These are 
the moments that really count for me. It is a great 
experience, not only for  myself  but for everybody 
here in Jalan Kukoh. The bonding is there. Whenever 
this one particular aunty sees me, she would ask “girl 
today got food? What makan are we having?”. It really 
kept the community together and now we know who 
to turn to, where to get help if anybody needs it.”

Sufi
Community Enabler

Our Community 
Enablers



“Before the circuit breaker period, I only volunteered on weekends because I 
was working on weekdays. When circuit breaker hit last year, I could dedicate 
to volunteering full-time because the restaurant was  closed,  and I had 
nothing to do. I would help from Monday to Sunday for whatever was needed 
for the Table Food Project. On the day of distribution, I would already be 
downstairs my HDB block to help set up the table with the food and wait for 
people in the neighbourhood to queue up.

I enjoyed volunteering a lot. At the time, my son was having home-based 
learning, and there would be times he would finish school in time for the food 
distribution, so he will tag along to help. I want him to learn what it means to do 
volunteer work. You’re not doing volunteer work just because you are staying in 
a rental flat and you are poor. I want him to see what it’s like for other people in 
this community. I always wanted to have more connection with my son so that 
in the future he does not forget how others have helped him.

I got to know my community better through volunteering. Now that we’ve helped 
each other and I’ve met people, I trust the community more. I feel much better 
because it’s not good to be isolated too. At least if you know each other, you 
look out for each other.”

Zaiton
Community Volunteer

Our Community Volunteers



“I’m a mother of 3 and work part-time as a playmaker and retail worker to balance my caregiving and breadwinner 
roles. However, since the circuit breaker I lost both jobs. While I looked for employment, I volunteer with Beyond and 
do some home-based catering when I can.

I received monthly financial assistance from Beyond. As the kids are at home all day, we spend  
more – about $50 a day on food. This is made more difficult by rising prices and low stock of affordable ingredients 
in the supermarkets. Because of these, the monthly financial assistance I get is spent within a week.

When it comes to having our meals, I don’t compromise on the quantity of food for my growing children. But obviously, 
as an adult, I know how to play with hunger. I eat only if I feel hungry and it’s ok if the kids dip into my plate.

In my volunteer work, I liaise with external donors to distribute food donations to the hungry families in my community. 
These food rations are of great help to such families. Most of these rations include items like oats, sardines and baked 
beans. Because most families do not eat these foods on a daily basis, they get passed on to other neighbours. We 
would mutually organise transport and send them over to the families that need it instead. As storage is scarce in a 
1-room rental flat, we cannot pile up uneaten food rations and we do not want to waste food as well.

Like everyone else, we have our own taste buds. Growing up, I learned that food should be eaten heartily regardless 
of who you are. I believe that the poor should have the freedom to choose what we eat. Many in the community say 
the same thing too. I was brought up to always respect food. Food has to be proper as this is being eaten by another 
person. And for Indians, we believe that after eating a good meal, we will be blessed for serving a wonderful meal.”

Rani
Community Volunteer



“During the circuit breaker period, we would have a weekly 
cooked food distribution during the month of Ramadan 
that was totally run by community volunteers. It was 
heartwarming because we were new, so the people in the 
community were the ones who would teach and guide us. 
Our fellow community worker, Izzaty would let them know 
that we have a certain amount of food to distribute, after 
that, they would decide how it should be distributed to best 
address everyone’s needs. Their connection is really strong 
so they know best which families are the ones that need 
help and the specific type of help these families require. We 
just have to pass them the resources and they run the show.  

They would also give us feedback and advise us on how to 
run the food distribution. For example, we were responsible 
for two blocks of flats, but we were more connected and 
familiar with one of them. Our community volunteers told 
us to get to know the other block better and helped us 
to connect with them by actively reaching out to friends 
or relatives that were living there. They also made sure 
to find the right timing for the food distribution so that 
people could have time to break their fast at home.“

Hazirah
Community Worker

“‘Youth Want Work’ began as a social media project to 
share employment-related opportunities to youths in 
our community. When the COVID-19 pandemic hit, a lot 
of youths lost their jobs and employment opportunities, 
and this accelerated and transformed the project. There 
was an urgency because a lot of these youths are also 
supporting their families. ‘Youth Want Work’ now aims to 
provide workshops and necessary skill sets to prepare 
them for the workforce. It also aims to do a simple study to 
better understand what the situation is like on the ground. 
 
People often think that if an individual tries hard enough, 
they will get the necessary opportunities, but they don’t 
understand the struggles these youths face at home. For 
example, there was a very smart youth who was offered 
a degree position, but she had to turn it down due to 
her caregiving responsibilities for her grandmother and 
younger brothers. We also met youths who decided to 
enter the workforce early because they don’t see the 
benefit of further education, especially since they always 
felt ostracised in school for their circumstances. Some of 
them even had secondary school teachers telling them 
that they won’t make it, so you can’t really blame them 
for not feeling very motivated. As much as we want to 
strictly help youths in terms of employment, there are 
underlying issues that need to be addressed as well.”

Adam
Community Worker & Project Leader, 

Youth Want Work

Our Community 
Workers



“When the pandemic first hit, we saw a generous outpour of support and kindness. Many people 
came forward to ask how they could help. Besides financial assistance, many offered food 
support due to the basic recognition that we all need to eat every day. My task was to ensure the 
efficient receipt and distribution of all the food resources and support we received, which were 
split into three categories: cooked meals, food rations gift pack, and supermarket vouchers. The 
food distribution process is not simply logistical, but about using gifts in a meaningful way.

During the circuit breaker period, the families in our communities were cooped up at home 
like everyone else. Children who initially had meals in school with the pocket money they had 
received under the financial assistance scheme now needed to have their meals at home. Adults 
who previously ate outside when working, also needed to eat at home. Things were made harder 
by the prices of food going up due to all the panic buying.

There were a lot of restrictions and additional administrative processes due to the safety 
regulations at the time. With internal processes in place, we were grateful to earn the confidence 
of National Council of Social Services (NCSS), who gave us the ‘Whitelist’ status. We were the 
only non-food agency to receive this status, which gave us approval to distribute essential items 
during the circuit breaker and Phase 1. It eased the logistical process for us so we were really 
thankful.

My greatest takeaway in this work is about maintaining the dignity of the receiver. Just because 
our families are on the receiving end, it doesn’t mean that things need to be decided for them. 
In understanding this, my role is to communicate this principle to donors — that our families can 
choose and have a voice in deciding what to receive, for like us, they are people too.”

Grace
Community Worker, Donor Relations



Saying ThanksIt was a very challenging year to 
say the least but not once did we 
feel unsupported or alone. Friends 
and strangers reached out to 
us alike and so did our partners 
and other stakeholders in the 
communities we engaged. There 
was cooperation and camaraderie 
in the social sector and in 
Singapore society, solidarity. To 
everyone who contributed one way 
or another to our efforts, we thank 
you deeply for your support and 
trust in our ability to assist those hit 
hardest by the pandemic.

In response to the pandemic, 
we reorganised to provide the 4 
essential services of food, financial 
assistance, digital access, and 
employment support. We hope we 
have acknowledged everyone who 
gave toward these services and 
would like to apologise in advance 
if we failed to mention you.



Key Partners for Essential Services
Food Assistance
Far East Organization
GIC Pte Ltd
GIC REC Club 
Good Food For Community
Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation
The Coconut Club
The Food Bank Singapore
The Social Kitchen

Financial Assistance
GIC Pte Ltd
Schroders Investment Management (Singapore) Pte Ltd
Temasek Foundation
Tote Board
Vertex Holdings Ltd

Digital Access
Bloomberg
Bridge the Digital Divide Campaign by Xpointo Media Pte Ltd
Changi Airport Group (CAG)
DBS Bank
Engineering Good
GIC Pte Ltd
GIC Sparks and Smiles Awardees
Geoline Boltz
Hope Collective of the Kebun Bahru Community Club
Hwa Chong Institution
Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA)
Kwa Lay Peng

Lala Move
M1 Ltd
Metro Holdings
Ministry of Communications & Information
Ministry of Education
Nanyang Technological University
National Institute of Education
National University of Singapore
PC Dreams
Raffles Girls’ School
Rebecca Chiu
Roberto de Roock
Sasha Raj Lawrence
Singapore Management University
Singapore University of Social Sciences
UBS
United World College
Victoria Junior College 

Employment Support
Aratamete Interiors
Artelier Furnishing
Rotary Club — Marina City
Rotary Club — Queenstown
State Courts

Regulators
We would also like to thank the Ministry of Trade and Industry and the National 
Council of Social Service for their guidance in ensuring that our operations 
adhered to safety measures.
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Local Response
The leadership and organising abilities 
of the residents in public rental housing 
neighbourhoods enabled the successful 
delivery of essential services. 

Youth Leaders

Alya Syazani Hazeli
Arif Suzairi Hazeli
Ayu Yulianna Binte Zahari 
Cahaya Shahidatul Bte Rahmat
Darlia Rafika Binte Sanuadi
Firdaus Bin Feroz
Md Danial Azman 
Mohamed Hasibur Rahman Bin Atikur 
Rahman
Mohammad Noor Adam
Mohd Nadzif Bin Zahari
Mohd Rushaimi Rifde Bin Mohd Ridzuan 
Mohd Ruzaini Rifkie Bin Mohd Ridzuan 
Muhamad Syafiq Bin Mohamad Yazid
Muhamad Assnur Bin Asman
Muhammad Afiq Bin Shamsudin
Muhammad Khidir Bin Izhar
Muhammad Nasrullah
Nor Syafikah Bte Hajamohenuddeen
Nur Elfizah Bte Rohaizat
Nur Elmiko Binte Abdullah
Nur Falysha Bte Mohd Sukairi
Nur Farisha Binte Mohammad Izzam
Nur Farisha Bte Mohd Sukairi
Nur Rafeezah Nabilah Binti Mohd 

Ridzuan
Nur Rahina d/o Shahuddeen
Nur Rasyiqah
Nurasyikeen Bte Nahadi
Nurul Akilah Binte Suadi
Nurul Atikah Bte Suadi
Primero Raj
Renny Rizwanie Binte Azman
Roth Isaac Bin Rothman
Siti Akalili Binte Adam 
Siti Nur Aisyah Binte Kamsani
Siti Nurain Binte Yazid
Siti Rabia’tul Ardawiyah 
Surinah Bte Suhaimi
Syafiq Bin Safri
Zakia Fathiha

Adult & Parent Volunteers

Abdul Kadir
Adam Bin Save
Ashapria d/o Suppramani
Asnah Binte Ismail
Azizah Bte Mohd Noor
Basiron Bin Sujak
Dayang Noritah Binte Hassan
Dellyana
Desiree
Desita
Dewi Rahmawati 
Dian Nurani 
Diljan d/o Shaik Arif Ali
Faridah Rashid

Fauziah Bte Bahar
Feroz Bin Saat
Hafizah Binte Samsudin
Hamsiah Bte Mahat@Cyntah
Hasan Bin Ibrahim
Hashim Bin Kamid
Ida Sukarseh
Intan Usuh Sungengsih
Jamilah Bte Hamim
Juliyana Binte Nikmat
Junaidah Binte Badarudin 
Junaidah Bte Fadillah
Juriana Bte Suhoot
Juwana Binte Jamaludin
Kalsom Binte Zainal
Khamaria
Kherene Siew Mui Ng
M Tantiek Sumarni
Makswiri
Mala d/o Ramaiah
Maninah Bte Alwi
Marianna Bte Bajuri
Marlinda Binte Mohamed Idris
Marlinda Ruka
Maslindah Bte Mohammad
Maswiha
Meirina
Mohamad Zainori Bin Daud
Mohammad Sahari Bin Mohamad Salleh
Mohammed Rizal Bin Ismail
Nazariyah Bte Nazari
Nia
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Siti Nurhafizah Bte Anuar
Siti Shawariana Binte Abdul Shariff
Siti Zubaidah Binte Ibrahim
Siti Zuriani Bte Abdullah
Sri Ernita
Suhana Bte Abdullah
Sulaiman Bin Ahmad Kamil
Surmasih Jaya Sukarta
Suyami
Tan Chiew Leng
Tholice d/o Ponnusamy
Tuty Ayu Bte Ibrahim
Tuty Sukari
Vilma Kwok
Vineswari R Ratnavel
Willie Hock Seng Yeo
Winnie Ong Sai Gek
Yashmin Ali Abdullah
Yati Binte Jaumaat
Yusfiati
Yusnita Binte Mohamed Idrus
Zuraidah Bte Zainuddin
Zuridah Binte Abdulla 
 
Other Aspects of Work

During the year, supporting young 
people and their families in conflict with 
authority continued and we would like to 
express thanks for the pro-bono services 
provided by the following individuals 
and organisations:

Baker McKenzie.Wong and Leow 
Criminal Legal Aid Scheme
Mrs Juliana Toh-Chua
Law Society Pro Bono Services
Mr Tang Jin Sheng
Ms Priscilla Chia
Mr Ervin Tan
Mr Jonathan Muk
Mr John Paul Koh
Wee, Tay & Lim

Finally, we want to thank our anchors who 
are not always visible but always present:

Dr S Vasoo
Honorary Advisor to the Organisation

Franciscan Missionaries of Mary
for reminding us that a mission is more 
than a place or an activity. A mission is a 
person. 

Donors
Food, Personal Safety, and Household 
Essentials 

Angela Koh
ANZ Singapore
Arcadis Singapore Pte Ltd
Asian Medical Foundation
Baker & McKenzie.Wong & Leow
Ban Leong Technologies Ltd.

Noor Hariyanti Harris
Noraini Binte Yusoff
Norhayati Binte Ibrahim
Norhayati Binti Abdul Samad
Norlia Binte Mohd Noor
Norma Binte Ibrahim
Normah Binte Supandi
Nur Fadzelah Binte Sadullah
Nur Sakinah Lai
Nurhasana Binte Kamaruzaman
Ramadian Bte Samat
Renemarlina Binte Osman
Richard Wai Fatt Awyang
Ridzuan Bin Sulaiman
Rohaidah Bte Samat
Rohaya Bte Awang
Rosita
Rosziah Bte Mohd Yusoff
Saleha Binte Mohamed Salleh
Salmah Bte Abdul Rahman
Salmiah Bte Khamis
Salmiah Bte Salam
Sarifah Binte Ramin
See Whatt Tan
Sharifah Noor Bte Syed Ahmad
Shereen Salim
Siti Aishah Binte Boam
Siti Fadillah Bte Abdullah
Siti Mangunah
Siti Maryani Mohamad Abas
Siti Norashidah Binte Abdullah
Siti Norasikin Bte Mohd Shah
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Good Food For Community 
Hasbro Singapore Pte. Ltd.
Helen Tan 
Hype Records
Jason Lim 
Katherine Toh
Lodge of St George
Lynn
M+S Pte. Ltd.
Mapletree Investments Pte Ltd
Michelle Varinata
National Council of Social Service
Netflix Inc
New Life Community Church
NIE Psy & Child & Human Development
No Skin Attached
Ong Kai Min 
OOCL Logistics (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation
Pei Hwa Presbyterian Primary School
Peninsula Petroleum Far East Pte. Ltd.
Peter Hum
Project Makan by YMCA & The Social 
Kitchen
Raja Mohammad Fairuz
Ritz Carlton Residences
Ronnie Chua and friends 
Rotaract Club 
Rotary Club, Marina City
SAFRA
Sash Natural Pte Ltd
SG Academy of Fencing 

Shufeng and friends
Sodexo Singapore Pte. Ltd.
State Courts
Tan Pheng Soon
TE Capital Partners Pte Ltd
Temasek Trust
The Boy's Brigade 
The Coconut Club 
The Food Bank Singapore
The Social Kitchen 
Trafigura Pte Ltd
Turbo-Med Pte Ltd
UBS Asset Management 
Udrivers
Vikash Kumar
VivaHealth Pharmacy @ Jalan Bukit Ho 
Swee
Volunteer Centre at Kreta-Ayer Kim 
Seng Constituency
Waters Pacific Pte. Ltd.
Wok Hey 
Women of Change Foundation 

Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd
Bernard Tan
Biotronik Apm II Pte Ltd
Blossoms World Society
BNP Paribas Singapore Branch
BRF Singapore Foods Pte Ltd
Cargill Asia Pacific Treasury Limited 
Catherine Goh
Chew Hoon
China Aviation Oil (Singapore) 
Corporation Ltd
Chubb Insurance Singapore limited 
Civil Service College
Clara Lee 
Commonwealth Concepts
Contribute SG
Crowe Horwath First Trust Management 
Services Pte Ltd
Elisa Chua
Elisha 
Elite Partners & JMD Investments
Envysion Wealth Management
Eric Khoo
E-Sarn Thai Cuisine
Eye Care Without Borders
Far East Organization
Fiona Toh Jia Lin
Firetronics (S) Pte Ltd  
FIS
FOCUS Adventure Pte Ltd
Gammon Pte. Limited
GIC Private Limited
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Finally, our gratitude to all others who have 
contributed time, energy, resources or funds 

whom we have failed to mention.
Click for the full list of acknowledgements.

http://www.beyond.org.sg/thankyou2020
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